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This thesis mainly concerns the interplay between positive linear maps and
quantum entanglement. In the first part of the thesis, after the preliminary
Chapter 1 setting up notations and summarising important known results,
we study in Chapter 2 certain aspects of positive linear maps between
matrix algebras. In particular, we present a decomposition theorem for
k-positive linear maps, where k   2:
Theorem 2.2.2 Let   be a non-zero k-positive (2  k < n ^m) map in
B(Mn(C),Mm(C)). Then there exists a decomposition   =  +  , where
 is a non-zero completely positive map and   is a p-trivial lifting of a
(k   1)-positive map in B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)), for some p 2 {1, ..., n}.
As a consequence, it gives an aﬃrmative answer to the open problem that
every 3⇥ 3 positive partial transpose entangled quantum state (PPTES)
has Schmidt number 2. Some related implications and further problems
are also considered.
In the second part of the thesis, we explore various aspects of the important
notion of the Schmidt number of quantum states. In Chapter 3, we use
the technique of local projections on tensor product to show that there
exist bipartite partial transpose entangled quantum states (PPTES) of any
prescribed Schmidt number:
Theorem 3.2.17 Given any positive integer r, there exist positive integers
M,N and a bipartite PPT entangled state ⇢ 2MM (C)⌦MN (C) of Schmidt
number r.
Equivalently, in the language of positive maps:
Theorem 3.2.18 Give any positive integer r, there exist positive integers
M,N and an indecomposable map   2 B(MM(C),MN(C)) which is r-
positive but not (r + 1)-positive.
iv
vWe further construct the notion of joint Schmidt number for multipartite
states, and explore its relation with the Schmidt number of bipartite
reduced density operators.
Some further discussions concerning the related distillability problem are
included in the final Chapter 4.
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In this chapter, some concepts in operator algebra and quantum information are
introduced to make this note self-contained. More specifically, necessary ingredients to
explain the interplay between positive linear maps and Schmidt numbers of a quantum
state are established. The positive linear maps originates from theory of C⇤-algebra
while the Schmidt number is an important quantum measure related to the separability
problem. We shall also mention the search for positive partial transpose entangled
states.
1.1 Various Notions of Positive Maps
The study of positive linear maps on C⇤-algebras dates back to mid-1950s with
Kadison’s generalized Schwarz inequality and characterizations of isometries of C⇤-
algebras [Ka51, Ka52]. Later Stinespring introduced completely positive maps and
his famous dilation theorem [Sti55]. Tomiyama further developed some of the basic
results on conditional expectations [To57]. It remains a rather specific area within
operator algebras until the change came in the 1990’s when the dual cone relation
between positive linear maps and quantum entanglement is established in a series of
papers [St86, It86, EoKy00]. Since then, accelerated by motivations and problems
from quantum information theory, the theory of positive linear maps has attracted an
increasing interest, as has the development of the theory by both mathematicians and
physicists.
For normed spaces X and Y , denote by B(X, Y ) the space of all bounded linear
operators from X to Y , and simply write B(X) for B(X,X). In particular, let H be
a complex Hilbert space, and denote by B(H) the set of all bounded linear operators
on H. We shall use Mn,m(C) to denote the set of all n ⇥m matrices with complex
entries. We adopt the convention that Mn(C) denotes the set of all n ⇥ n matrices
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with complex entries. We denote by Eij the canonical matrix unit whose (i, j) entry
is 1 and 0 elsewhere. For finite dimensional Hilbert spaces H and K with dimH = n
and dimK = m we often identify B(K,H) with Mn,m(C). For an element ⇢ 2Mn(C),
we shall denote by ⇢t the transpose of ⇢ and denote by ⇢⇤ the conjugate transpose of
⇢, respectively. The notion Trn denotes the trace on Mn(C). We denote by idn and ⌧n
the identity map and the transpose map on Mn(C), respectively.
More generally if A is a C⇤-algebra, Mn(A) denotes the set of all n⇥ n matrices with
entries in A. Note that Mn(A) is also a C⇤-algebra. Throughout this note, we will
confine ourselves to the usual matrix algebra setting most of the time but it takes no
extra eﬀort to define the positivity in the C⇤-algebra setting.
Definition 1.1.1 Let A and B be C⇤-algebras. A linear map   : A! B is said to
be positive if  (A+) ✓ B+, where A+ and B+ are the convex cones of all positive
elements in A and B, respectively.
We shall write     0 if it is a positive linear map. Although the notion of positive
maps is straightforward, it is generically hard to determine whether a linear map, even
between low dimensional matrix algebras, is positive. Dedicated examples of positive
maps between low dimensional matrix algebras are [Ro85, CKL92]. Given a natural
number k, two generalizations of positive maps are k-positive maps and k-copostive
maps defined as below.
Definition 1.1.2 Let   : A! B be a linear map between C⇤-algebras.
(a)   is said to be k-positive if idk ⌦   : Mk(A)!Mk(B) is positive.
(b)   is said to be k-copositive if ⌧k ⌦   : Mk(A)!Mk(B) is positive.
By definition one observes that (k + 1)-positivity (resp. (k + 1)-copositivity) implies
k-positivity (resp. k-copositivity). The notion of complete positivity and complete
copositivity are introduced naturally as follows.
Definition 1.1.3 Let   : A! B be a linear map between C⇤-algebras.
(a)   is said to be completely positive if   is k-positive for all k 2 N.
(b)   is said to be completely copositive if   is k-copositive for all k 2 N.
It relies on the underlying C⇤-algebra whether every positive map is completely positive.
Generally speaking, completely positive maps are more special than positive maps.
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For example, the nontrivial(n   2) transpose map ⌧n between matrix algebras Mn(C)
is a positive but not 2-positive map. Meanwhile, we have an aﬃrmative answer in a
degenerate case [St13].
Theorem 1.1.1 Let A and B be C⇤-algebras and either A or B is abelian. Then
every positive map   : A! B is completely positive (or completely copositive).
Proof. Refer to Theorem 1.2.4, Theorem 1.2.5 and Remark 1.2.6 in chapter 1 of
[St13]. ut
Let B+(Mn(C),Mm(C)) be the convex cone consisting all positive linear maps in
B(Mn(C),Mm(C)). An extremal map   in B+(Mn(C),Mm(C)) is a map satisfying the
condition that { 2 B+(Mn(C),Mm(C)) :      } = {   : 0     1}. It is an open
problem to determine all the extremal maps of the set B+(Mn(C),Mm(C)) except the
result by Stømer which classifies all extremal maps of the cone consisting positive
maps in B(M2(C),M2(C)) [St63]. Another notable result by Woronowicz considers
the decomposition of positive maps in B(Mm(C),Mn(C)) (mn  6) as the sum of
a completely positive map and a completely copositive map [Wo76]. On the other
hand, there are few structural results in the literature concerning the classification of
extremal maps in the cone consisting all positive maps in B(B(H), B(K)), even when
dim(H) = dim(K) = 3. Since the set of extremal maps in B+(Mn(C),Mm(C)) when
m,n   3 is unknown, we are not able analyze the positive cone through extremal
maps. Meanwhile, following this spirit one may be able to decompose a positive map
into the sum of some more “fundamental” maps. Below we summarize the related
terminologies.
Definition 1.1.4 Let   : A! B be a linear map between C⇤-algebras.
(a)   is said to be (k, l)-decomposable if it is the sum of a k-positive map and a
l-copositive map.
(b)   is said to be decomposable if it is the sum of a completely positive map and a
completely copositive map. Otherwise   is said to be indecomposable.
(c) Especially,   is said to be atomic if it is not (2, 2)-decomposable.
One important result concerning complete positivity (resp. complete copositivity)
is the Stinespring Theorem, which extends the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction
[Co97, chapter VIII].
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Theorem 1.1.2 (Stinespring’s dilation theorem) Let A be a unital C⇤-algebra
and   : A! B(H) a linear map.
(i)   is completely positive if and only if there exist a Hilbert space K, a bounded
linear operator V : H! K and a ⇤-homomorphism ⇡ : A! B(K) such that
 (a) = V ⇤⇡(a)V for all a 2 A.
Furthermore kV k2  k (1)k.
(ii)   is completely copositive if and only if there exist K and V as above and an
anti-homomorphism ⇡ : A! B(K) such that
 (a) = V ⇤⇡(a)V for all a 2 A.
Proof. The proof [Sti55] is analogous to the proof of Gelfand-Naimark-Segal con-
struction . ut
Similar to Stinespring’s dilation Theorem, there is a finer structural result on completely
positive maps and completely copositive maps between finite dimensional matrix
algebras. We shall denote by Pk[n,m] and P k[n,m] the set of all k-positive linear maps
and the set of all k-copositive linear maps between Mn(C) and Mm(C), respectively.
CP [n,m] and CCP [n,m] are defined to be the set of all completely positive maps and
the set of all completely copositive maps. Let B(Mn(C),Mm(C)) denote the linear
maps from Mn(C) to Mn(C). The characterization of maps in CP [n,m] is given by M.
D. Choi in [Ch72]. First of all, we introduce the notion of the Choi matrix associated
with a linear map.
Definition 1.1.5 Let   be a positive map in B(Mn(C),Mm(C)). The Choi matrix of





where {Eij}ni,j=1 is the full set of canonical matrix units in Mn(C),
We shall denote by n ^ m and n _ m the minimum and maximum of n and m,
resepectively. If C =
P





Theorem 1.1.3 Let   be a positive map in B(Mn(C),Mm(C)). The following are
equivalent.
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(i)   is completely positive.
(ii) C  is positive semidefinite.
(iii)   is m ^ n-positive.
Similarly, the following are equivalent.
(vi)   is completely copositive.
(vii) C   is positive semidefinite.




As an immediate consequence, we have two chains of cones:
P1[n,m] ◆ P2[n,m] ◆ · · · ◆ Pn^m[m,n] = CP [m,n],
P1[n,m] = P 1[n,m] ◆ P 2[n,m] ◆ · · · ◆ P n^m[n,m] = CCP [n,m].
The first example to distinguish (k + 1)-positivity from k-positivity is introduced
by Choi in [Ch72], hence the inclusions in the above two chains are strict. For this
purpose, we include a more general result by Tomiyama in [To85, Theorem 2] here.
Example 1.1.1 Let 1  k  n and    =  trn + (1    )idn ( 1 <   < 1), where
trn is considered as the normalized trace operator defined by trn(x) = 1n Trn(x)In, and
In is the n⇥ n identity matrix. Then    is k-positive if and only if 0     1 + 1nk 1 .
Let us denote by D[n,m] the set of all decomposable maps in B(Mn(C),Mm(C)). We
can implement this term into the chains:
P1[n,m] = P
1[n,m] ◆ D[n,m] ◆ CP [n,m] (or CCP [n,m]).
It is an interesting question to determine the equality P [n,m] = D[n,m]. Or equiva-
lently, do there exist indecomposable maps between matrix algebras? The following
example of an indecomposable map from M3(C) to M3(C) given by Choi [Ch75] is
indecomposable when µ   1. In particular,  1 is usually called the Choi map.
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Example 1.1.2 The map  µ : M3(C)!M3(C) defined by
 µ(X) =
2666664
x11 + µx33  x12  x13
 x21 µx11 + x22  x23
 x13  x32 µx22 + x33
3777775 for X = [xij]3i,j=1 2M3(C)
Later Woronowicz answered this question by giving an aﬃrmative answer for the cases
when (n,m) = (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2) [Wo76] and gave an example of indecomposable map
from M2(C) to M4(C), see also [HaKy16].
Theorem 1.1.4 P1[n,m] = D[n,m] if and only if nm  6.
Proof. The proof by Woronowicz is based on long and ad hoc computations [Wo76].
ut
Since Woronowicz published his paper in 1976, many endeavors to simplify the proof
of Theorem 1.1.4 have been undertaken. The (2, 2) case in Theorem 1.1.4 is usually
called Stømer’s theorem because Stømer obtained a general decomposition theorem
in C⇤-algebra setting which serves as the starting point for similar decomposition
theorems [St63]. The most recent progresses towards reproving Stømer’ theorem are
a proof which adopts a geometrical view given by Miller and Olkiewicz [MiOl15]
and another proof based on Brouwer’s fixed point theorem given by Aubrun and
Szarek [AuSz15]. Meanwhile, as far as I know, there is no alternative proof other than
Woronowicz’s original one for the (2, 3) case in Theorem 1.1.4.
1.2 Quantum Entanglement
"Quantum entanglement is one but the characteristic trait of quantum mechanics, the
one that enforces its entire departure from classical lines of thought."
— Erwin Schödinger.
This note will focus on an important quantum measure, namely, Schmidt number, to
shed light on the mathematical structure of quantum entanglement. We shall introduce
some basic concepts in the mathematical formulation of quantum mechanics. Any
given quantum system is identified with a Hilbert space H. Since the Bra-ket notation
is standard in quantum mechanics for describing quantum states, we will stick to
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this standard notation when introducing the following definitions of quantum states.
However, we will use the mathematical notation in linear algebra when necessary.
The dilemma lies in the fact that mathematicians and physicists both have their own
ways of explaining quantum states in their own languages. We have to choose our
standpoint in later sections to make this note simple and straight.
Notation 1.2.1 Let H be an n-dimensional Hilbert space and we identify it with Cn.
The correspondence between the Bra-ket notations and the mathematical notations are
the following.
(a) | i 2 H corresponds to a column vector ⇠ 2 Cn;
(b) h | 2 B(H,C) corresponds to the complex conjugation ⇠⇤ 2 Cn;
(c) h | i corresponds to the inner product ⇠⇤⌘ of the two vectors ⌘ 2 Cn and ⇠ 2 Cn;
(d) | ih | 2 B(H) corresponds to the operator ⌘⇠⇤ in Mn(C).
We are ready to formulate the mathematical definition of quantum states now.
Definition 1.2.2 Let H be a Hilbert space associated with a quantum system. A state
is a vector | i in H. Moreover, the state is normalized if h | i = 1. The density
matrix of the state is defined by | ih |.
In physicists’ perspective, the word “state” refers to the vector or the corresponding
density matrix in Definition 1.2.2. We shall use a small Greek letter to denote the
density matrix of a state and identify it with the state for simplicity.
A bipartite quantum system is required so as to include the nature of quantum
entanglement. Mathematically speaking, this composed quantum system is given by
the tensor product of the two quantum subsystems. We shall briefly introduce the
notion of tensor product for completeness. The following definitions are adapted from
[St13].
Definition 1.2.3 Let K and H be Hilbert spaces, and let {⇠i}i2I , I an index set, an
orthonormal basis (ONB) for K. Let Hi = H for i 2 I, and let ⇧ =  i2IHi be the
Hilbert space direct sum of Hi. For ⇠ =
P
i2I ↵i⇠i 2 K and ⌘ 2 H, define the product
vector ⇠ ⌦ ⌘ 2 ⇧ by ⇠ ⌦ ⌘ = (↵i⌘)i2I whose norm is inherited from K and H by
k⇠ ⌦ ⌘k⇧ ,
pP
i2I |↵i|2k⌘k2H = k⇠kKk⌘kH.
For example, if K = Mn(C) andH = Mm(C), we have A⌦B = [aijB]ni,j=1 2Mnm,nm(C)
for A = [aij]ni,j=1 2Mn(C) and B = [bkl]mk,l=1 2Mm(C), by Definition 1.2.3.
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Definition 1.2.4 Let K and H be Hilbert spaces. Using notations in Definition 1.2.3,
the algebraic tensor product of K and H is defined as the linear span of the set of all
product vectors. The tensor product of K and H, written as K ⌦H, is defined as the
completion of the algebraic tensor product of K and H in ⇧. An inner product on
product vectors is inherited from inner products in K and H via the following:
(⇠ ⌦ ⌘, ⌦  ) , (⇠, )(⌘, ), ⇠, 2 K, ⌘,  2 H.
We extend it bilinearly to make K ⌦H a Hilbert space.
Note that Definition 1.2.4 is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis. With the
definition of tensor product, we are ready to introduce the notion of entanglement.
Definition 1.2.5 Let H = HA⌦HB be a Hilbert space associated with two subsystems
HA and HB, called a bipartite quantum system. Let {eAi ⌦ eBj }ij be an ONB in H, the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm of ⇢ is defined as k⇢kHS =
qP




i ⌦ eBi .
(a) A pure state ⇢ is a vector | i in HA⌦HB with its density matrix defined by | ih |.
(b) A mixed state ⇢ is given by a collection of pure states {pi, | ii} with its density
matrix defined by ⇢ =
P
i pi| iih i|, where
P
i pi = 1 and pi   0 8i.
Further, the state ⇢ is said to be normalized if k⇢kHS = 1, otherwise ⇢ is said to be
unnormalized.
If | i = | ai ⌦ | bi is a product vector in HA ⌦HB, where | ai 2 HA and | bi 2 HB,
we can associate | i with an operator | ih | in B(HA ⌦HB) via | ih |(|⇠i ⌦ |⌘i) ,
| aih a|⇠i⌦ | bih b|⌘i, ⇠ 2 HA, ⌘ 2 HB on product vectors and extend it linearly. On
the other hand, the action of the tensor product of two operators | aih a| 2 B(HA)
and | bih b| 2 B(HB) on HA ⌦ HB is (| aih a| ⌦ | bih b|)(⇠ ⌦ ⌘) , | aih a|⇠i ⌦
| bih b|⌘i, ⇠ 2 HA, ⌘ 2 HB. Hence we obtain the fact that B(HA) ⌦ B(HB) ⇠=
B(HA ⌦HB).
So the density matrix of a quantum state ⇢ resides in B(HA) ⌦ B(HB) and can be
identified with a positive semidefinite matrix in Mn(C)⌦Mm(C) if dim(HA) = n and
dim(HB) = m. Moreover, the equation ⇢ =
P
i pi| iih i| in Definition 1.2.5 (b) is a
rank-1 decomposition of the state by definition. Assume that the dimensions of all
Hilbert spaces involved are finite from now on. Two useful operations for quantum
states are introduced.
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Definition 1.2.6 Let ⇢ be a state on a bipartite system HA ⌦HB. Denote by ↵ and
  two operators in B(HA) and B(HB), respectively.
(a) The partial trace operators:
TrA : B(HA) ⌦ B(HB) ! B(HB) is defined by TrA(↵ ⌦  ) = Tr(↵)  on
product vectors and extends linearly to B(HA)⌦ B(HB).
TrB : B(HA) ⌦ B(HB) ! B(HA) is defined by TrB(↵ ⌦  ) = Tr( )↵ on
product vectors and extends linearly to B(HA)⌦ B(HB).
(b) The partial transpose operators:
 A : B(HA)⌦ B(HB)! B(HA)⌦ B(HB) is defined by  A(↵ ⌦  ) = ↵t ⌦  
on product vectors and extends linearly to B(HA)⌦ B(HB).
 B : B(HA)⌦ B(HB)! B(HA)⌦ B(HB) is defined by  B(↵ ⌦  ) = ↵ ⌦  t
on product vectors and extends linearly to B(HA)⌦ B(HB).
We shall denote by ⇢A = TrB(⇢) and ⇢B = TrA(⇢) the reduced states of ⇢ w.r.t. the
two subsystems HA and HB, respectively. A state ⇢ is said to be a k⇥ l bipartite state
if rank(⇢A) = k and rank(⇢B) = l. Moreover, a bipartite state ⇢ on H = HA ⌦HB is
called positive partial transpose w.r.t. the subsystem A or B if  A(⇢)   0 or  B(⇢)   0,
respectively. For simplicity, we shall use ⇢ A and ⇢ B to denote  A(⇢) and  B(⇢),
respectively.
A pure state | i 2 H = HA⌦HB is called a product state if | i = | ai⌦ | bi holds for
some | ai 2 HA and | bi 2 HB, in which case we shall denote by | a, bi the product
state | i. We review the definition of Schmidt number and its physical meanings
[TeHo00].
Definition 1.2.7 Let ⇢ be a state in a bipartite systemH = HA⌦HB. A decomposition
{pi   0, | ii} of ⇢ is given by ⇢ =
P
i pi| iih i|, where
P
i pi = 1 and pi   0, 8i.
(a) Let | i be a pure state. The Schmidt rank of | i, written as sr(| i), is the
minimum integer r such that there exist r product states {| j,1, j,2i}j=1,...,r and
| i =Prj=1 | j,1, j,2i. The Schmidt number SN(⇢) is defined to be the Schmidt
rank sr(⇢) of the pure state.
(b) Let ⇢ be a bipartite mixed state. The Schmidt number of ⇢, written as SN(⇢), is
the integer k satisfying the following:
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(i) for any decomposition {pi   0, | ii} of ⇢, at least one of the vectors | ii
has Schmidt rank at least k, and
(ii) there exists a decomposition of ⇢ with all vectors | ii of Schmidt rank at
most k.
The Schmidt rank of a pure state | i 2 H = HA ⌦ HB equals the rank of | i =P
j | j,1i⌦ | j,2i as a matrix in H = HA⌦HB ⇠= Cn⌦Cm ⇠= Mn,m(C) if dim(HA) = n
and dim(HB) = m. Although the Schmidt number of pure states are easily attainable,
the computation of Schmidt number for a mixed state can be a tedious task.
Physically, if two systems are independent from each other then measuring one of them
should not aﬀect the other. So the system can be described by the tensor product
of two pos semidefinite matrices. Otherwise it is called “entangled” and the precise
definition is given below.
Definition 1.2.8 Let ⇢ be a state in the bipartite system H = HA ⌦HB. Then ⇢ is
said to be separable if it has Schmidt number one, otherwise ⇢ is said to be entangled.
If ⇢ is separable, by definition it is the convex combination of product states, i.e.,
⇢ =
P
i ↵i ⌦  i, where ↵i and  i are states on HA and HB. The general separability
problem has been proved to be NP-hard [Gu03, Gh10]. On the other hand, the only
exceptions are the cases when (dim(HA), dim(HB)) = (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2), where the
well known Peres-Horodecki criterion tell us that all positive partial transpose states
are separable [Pe96]. This criterion is equivalent to the statement of positive maps in
Theorem 1.1.4 and it is not a coincidence.
Next we introduce two well known states to illustrate the notion of Schmidt numbers
as well as entangled states. Let H be a d-dimensional Hilbert space and {|ii}di=1 an
ONB of H. We shall consider the states in the bipartite system H ⌦H. Denote by
|iji the product vector of |ii and |ji.




i=1 |iii in the bipartite system H⌦H. By Definition 1.2.7, SN(| 0i) = sr(| 0i) =
d.
Denote by Uˆ the conjugate of a unitary operator U on H.
Example 1.2.2 An isotropic state ⇢ is a state in the bipartite system H⌦H which
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satisfies the following
⇢ = (U ⌦ Uˆ)⇢(U ⌦ Uˆ)⇤ for all unitary operators U on H.
Further, every isotropic state has the form
⇢F = F | 0ih 0|+ 1  F
d2   1(Id2   | 0ih 0|). F 2 [0, 1],
where | 0i is the maximally entangled state. It is shown in [HoHo99, GMS15] that
(i) If 0  F  1d , then ⇢F is separable.
(ii) If k 1d < F  kd , then SN(⇢F ) = k.
1.3 The Dual Cone Relation
Duality is a fundamental point of view in mathematics. The dual cone relation acts
as a bridge between quantum states and positive linear maps. It was introduced and
explained in a series of papers [Wo76, St86, It86, EoKy00] and soon became a necessity
to investigate the two sides of the same coin.
Let X and Y be two real normed spaces and there is a bilinear form h·, ·i defined
on X ⇥ Y . The duals of subsets A ✓ X and B ✓ Y are defined to be A  , {y 2
Y : hx, yi   0 8x 2 A} and B  , {x 2 X : hx, yi   0 8y 2 B} respectively. For
E ✓ X and F ✓ Y , the pairing (E,F ) is called a dual pair w.r.t. the bilinear pairing
if E  = F and F   = E. Especially if (X, Y ) is a dual pair, then we say that X and
Y are dual to each other. If E  = F then we say that E is the pre-dual of F . The
pre-dual of B(H) is given by the space T (H) of trace class operators via the duality
B(H) 3 A 7 ! Tr(A·). It suggests a duality between the space B(A, B(H)) of all
bounded linear operators from a C⇤-algebra A into B(H) and the projective tensor
product A⌦⇡ T (H) as follows:
hx⌦ y, i = Tr( (x)yt), x 2 A, y 2 T (H),  2 B(A, B(H)).
We shall employ the minimal amount of notations to introduce the dual cone relation
in the matrix algebras setting. For this purpose, we identify HA and HB with Cn
and Cm, respectively. Hence B(HA) and B(HB) is represented by Mn(C) and Mm(C),
respectively. A bipartite quantum state ⇢ is identified with a positive semidefinite
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matrix in Mn(C)⌦Mm(C). Denote by Vk[n,m] and V k[n,m] the set {⇢ 2Mn(C)⌦
Mm(C) : ⇢   0, SN(⇢)  k} and the set {⇢ 2Mn(C)⌦Mm(C) : ⇢ A   0, SN(⇢ A) 
k}, respectively. We have two chains of cones:
V1[n,m] ✓ V2[n,m] ✓ · · · ✓ Vn^m[m,n] = (Mn(C)⌦Mm(C))+,
V1[n,m] = V
1[n,m] ✓ V 2[n,m] ✓ · · · ✓ V n^m[n,m].
The aforementioned duality gives rise to the duality between the spaceB(Mn(C),Mm(C))
and the spaceMn(C)⌦Mm(C) where the former contains the convex cone of all positive
linear maps and the latter contains the convex cone of all quantum states. Denote
by {eij}ni,j=1 the full set of matrix units in Mn(C). For a map   2 B(Mn(C),Mm(C))
and a matrix A =
Pn






























where C  is the Choi matrix in Definition 1.1.5. For a vector ⇠ in Cn ⌦ Cm, we have
sr(⇠) = dim(span{zi : ⇠ =
P
i ei ⌦ zi}). Theorem 1.3.1 is taken from [Ky13].
Theorem 1.3.1 Let   be a linear map in B(Mn(C),Mm(C)). we have the following:
(1) The map   is k-positive if and only if h⇠⇠⇤, i   0, 8⇠ 2 Cn ⌦ Cm, sr(⇠)  k.
(2) The map   is k-copositive if and only if h(⇠⇠⇤) A , i   0, 8⇠ 2 Cn⌦Cm, sr(⇠)  k.
Proof. Refer to [Ky13] in the matrix algebra setting, also refer to [It86] in the
C⇤-algebra setting. ut
Note that the Vk[n,m] and V k[n,m] are convex hull of the set {⇢ : ⇢ =
P
i ⇠⇠
⇤, ⇠ 2 Cn⌦
Cm, sr(⇠)  k} and {⇢ : ⇢ =Pi(⇠⇠⇤) A , ⇠ 2 Cn⌦Cm, sr(⇠)  k}, respectively. Hence
by Theorem 1.3.1, one obtains Pk[n,m]  = {⇢ : ⇢ =
P
i ⇠⇠
⇤, ⇠ 2 Cn ⌦ Cm, sr(⇠) 
k}   = Vk[n,m] and P k[n,m]  = {⇢ : ⇢ =
P
i(⇠⇠
⇤) A , ⇠ 2 Cn ⌦ Cm, sr(⇠) 
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k}   = V k[n,m]. Further, we obtain that Vk[n,m]  = Pk[n,m]   = Pk[n,m] and
V k[n,m]  = P k[n,m]   = P k[n,m] since Pk[n,m] and P k[n,m] are convex sets. Hence
(Vk[n,m], Pk[n,m]) and (V k[n,m], P k[n,m]) are dual pairs under the aforementioned
bilinear pairing. This is called the dual cone relation between positive linear maps
and quantum states which can be explained by the following two diagrams.
1. Towers containing the dual pairs (Pk[n,m], Vk[n,m]):
V1[n,m] $ V2[n,m] $ · · · $ Vn^m[n,m] = (Mn(C)⌦Mm(C))+
l l l k
P1[n,m] % P2[n,m] % · · · % Pn^m[n,m] ⇠= (Mn(C)⌦Mm(C))+
.
2. Towers containing the dual pairs (P k[n,m], V k[n,m]):
V 1[n,m] $ V 2[n,m] $ · · · $ V n^m[n,m] = {⇢ : ⇢ A 2 (Mn(C)⌦Mm(C))+}
l l l k
P 1[n,m] % P 2[n,m] % · · · % P n^m[n,m] ⇠= {C : C A 2 (Mn(C)⌦Mm(C))+}
.
By the dual cone relation the Schmidt number of an entangled state ⇢ 2Mn(C)⌦Mm(C)




{l : 9   2 Pl[m,n] s.t. h⇢, i < 0}+ 1, (1.1)
= min
l
{l : h⇢, i   0 8   2 Pl[m,n]}. (1.2)
If h⇢, i < 0, then   is called an entanglement witness by which one can detect that
⇢ is entangled [Te00]. If such a map exists, then the detected state has Schmidt
number at least two. To decide the Schmidt number of ⇢, one should continue to test
⇢ using k-positive maps as entanglement witnesses up to certain k, where no k-positive
map can serve as an entanglement witness to ⇢. Recently, Aubrun and J. Szarek
showed that the number of such maps to detect all the robustly entangled states (i.e.
⇢ 2 Md(C) ⌦Md(C) is robustly entangled if 12(⇢ + Id2/2)) exceeds exp(Cd3/ log d)
[AuSz16].
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Note that for two closed convex cones C and D in X, one have (C +D)  = C  \D 
and (C \ D)  = C  + D . Hence (Vs[n,m] \ V t[n,m], Ps[n,m] + P t[n,m]) is also a
dual pair. The dual object of decomposable maps D[n,m], denoted by T [n,m], equals
Vn^n[n,m] \ V n^m[n,m]. We can implement the dual pair (T [n,m], D[n,m]) into the
above diagram like this:
V1[n,m] ✓ T [n,m] ✓ Vn^m[n,m] = (Mn(C)⌦Mm(C))+
l l l k
P1[n,m] ◆ D[n,m] ◆ Pn^m[n,m] ⇠= (Mn(C)⌦Mm(C))+
.
In low dimensional cases ((3, 2) is omitted by symmetry), we list the diagrams by
Theorem 1.1.4 and Example 1.1.1:
V1[2, 2] = T [2, 2] $ V2[2, 2] = (M2(C)⌦M2(C))+
l l l k
P1[2, 2] = D[2, 2] % P2[2, 2] ⇠= (M2(C)⌦M2(C))+
,
V1[2, 3] = T [2, 3] $ V2[2, 3] = (M2(C)⌦M3(C))+
l l l k
P1[2, 3] = D[2, 3] % P2[2, 3] ⇠= (M2(C)⌦M3(C))+
.
The Peres-Horodecki criterion [Pe96] is shown by the equalities in the first column of
the above two diagrams. It says that a 2⇥ 2 or 2⇥ 3 quantum state ⇢ is separable if
and only if ⇢ is PPT, namely ⇢ A   0.
When (n,m) = (2, 4), recall the example given by Woronowicz in [Wo76], then
V1[2, 4] % T [2, 4] $ V2[2, 4] = (M2(C)⌦M4(C))+
l l l k
P1[2, 4] $ D[2, 4] % P2[2, 4] ⇠= (M2(C)⌦M4(C))+
.
In general, we cannot implement the dual pair (T [n,m], D[n,m]) into the diagram since
we do not know the inclusion relation between T [n,m] and Vk[n,m] when 1 < k < n^m.
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For the diagram in the case (n,m) = (3, 3), it was conjectured that T [3, 3] ✓ V2[3, 3]
in [SBL01]. This is equivalent to the claim that P2[3, 3] ✓ D[3, 3], namely, every
2-positive linear map from M3(C) to M3(C) is decomposable.
The elements in T [n,m]\V1[n,m] = {⇢ : ⇢   0, ⇢ A   0, SN(⇢)   2} are called positive
partial transpose entangled states (PPTES). The set T [n,m] takes a constant portion
in the set Vn^m[n,m] under the ↵-volume [Ye10]. Further, the authors in [ASY13]
showed most random reduced states are entangled. It is interesting to investigate the
↵-volume of Vk[n,m].
1.4 Main Results
In Chapter 2, we show a decomposition theorem for k-positive maps.
Theorem 2.2.2 Let   be a non-zero k-positive (2  k < n^m) map in B(Mn(C),Mm(C)).
Then there exists a decomposition   =  +  , where  is a non-zero completely positive
map and   is a p-trivial lifting of a (k   1)-positive map in B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)), for
some p 2 {1, ..., n}.
As a consequence, we give an aﬃrmative answer to the conjecture that every 3⇥ 3
bipartite PPTES has Schmidt number 2 [SBL01]. Hence we can complete the diagram
when (n,m) = (3, 3) as below.
V1[3, 3] $ T [3, 3] $ V2[3, 3] $ V3[3, 3] = (M3(C)⌦M3(C))+
l l l l k
P1[3, 3] % D[3, 3] % P2[3, 3] % P3[3, 3] ⇠= (M3(C)⌦M3(C))+
.
In Chapter 3, we provide a systematical way to construct PPTES of any prescribed
Schmidt number. Especially, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.2.17 Given any positive integer r, there exist positive integers M,N and
a bipartite PPT entangled state ⇢ 2MM(C)⌦MN(C) of Schmidt number r.
Equivalently, one may rephrase Theorem 3.2.17 into the language of positive maps.
Theorem 3.2.18 Give any positive integer r, there exist positive integers M,N and
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Part of this chapter is adopted from our paper [YDT16] which focuses on k-positive
linear maps between matrix algebras.
2.1 Background and Current Status
Since the complete convex structure of P1[n,m] is unknown when nm   8, dedicated
examples are introduced to analyze certain extremal points of P1[n,m]. The problem
we shall consider originates from the positive maps constructed by Cho, Kye and Lee
in [CKL92]. It is a generalization of Choi’s first example of indecomposable map in
[Ch75].
Example 2.1.1 The generalized Choi (GC) map  [a, b, c] is defined by
 [a, b, c](X) =
0BBBBB@
ax11 + bx22 + cx33  x12  x13
 x21 cx11 + ax22 + bx33  x23
 x31  x32 bx11 + cx22 + ax33
1CCCCCA
for X = [xij ] 2M3(C), where a, b, c are nonnegative and real numbers. Let us use the
convention that P ^ Q means conditions P and Q are both satisfied. P _ Q means
either condition P or condition Q is satisfied, and P ! Q means condition P implies
condition Q. The map  [a, b, c] is
(i) positive if and only if [a+ b+ c   2] ^ [0  a  1! bc   (1  a)2],
(ii) 2-positive if and only if [a   2] _ [[1  a < 2] ^ [bc   (2  a)(b+ c)]],
(iii) completely positive if and only if a   2,
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(iv) 2-copositive if and only if it is completely co-positive if and only if bc   1,
(v) decomposable if and only if 0  a  2! bc   (2 a2 )2. ut
It is obvious that 2-positivity (resp. 2-copositivity) implies decomposability for GC
maps. Further, it was proved in [Ha98] the map  [a, b, c] is indecomposable if and
only if it is atomic.
Later in [SBL01], Sanpera, Bruß, and Lewenstein presented evidence for special cases
and posed the following conjecture:
Conjecture 2.1.1 All PPTES in M3(C)⌦M3(C) have Schmidt number 2.
They introduced the notion of k-edge state as follows:
Definition 2.1.1 A state   2 Vn^m[n,m] is said to be a k-edge state if     ✏⇠k⇠⇤k is
not positive, for any ✏ > 0 and Schmidt rank k vector ⇠k.
Denote by K(⇢), R(⇢) and r(⇢) the kernel, range, and rank of a state ⇢. It is obvious
that a mixed state   is a k-edge state if and only if there exist no Schmidt rank k
vector ⇠k such that ⇠k 2 R( ). Given any state ⇢ in Vk[n,m], there exists a canonical
decomposition of ⇢ which associates ⇢ with a k-edge state.
Lemma 2.1.1 A state ⇢k 2 Vk[n,m] can be written as a convex combination of a
state ⇢k 1 in Vk 1[n,m] and a k-edge state  :
⇢k = (1  p)⇢k 1 + p , 1   p > 0,
where the edge state   has Schmidt number   k.
According to Lemma 2.1.1, it suﬃces to prove Conjecture 2.1.1 for all the edge states.
The birank of a PPTES ⇢ is (rank ⇢, rank ⇢ A). For example, the maximal birank of a
3⌦ 3 PPTES is (9, 9). As a partial result, the following has been shown in [SBL01,
Lemma 3].
Theorem 2.1.2 All PPTES in M3(C)⌦M3(C) of birank (4, 4) have Schmidt number
2.
As mentioned in [SBL01], using a similar argument, one obtains that all PPTES
in Mn(C) ⌦Mm(C) of birank (n + 1,m + 1) have Schmidt number  (n ^m)   1.
Unfortunately, this methodology does not apply for the remaining types of edge states.
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The full classification of edge states in M3(C)⌦M3(C) is far from complete, and one
may refer to [KCKL00, HLVC00, KKL11, Ky13] for some partial results. The possible
types of edge states in M3(C) ⌦M3(C) are those states with birank (r(⇢), r(⇢ A))
given by:
(4, 4), (5, 5) (5, 6) (5, 7) (6, 6) (5, 8) (6, 7) (6, 8),
under the condition (s, t), s  t by symmetry. Concrete examples of various types
of edge states are given in [Cl06, Ha07, KyOs12], but only for (4, 4) type edge states
there is a structural result by Chen and Djoković [ChDj11], and Showronek [Sk11]
independently that all PPT states in M3(C)⌦M3(C) of birank (4, 4) arise essentially
from unextendible product bases.
Our approach towards Conjecture 2.1.1 is to peel oﬀ a completely positive map from
a 2-positive map. That is, find a completely positive map which is dominated by
the 2-positive map. Moreover, the dimension of the space where the remaining map
resides is reduced. Indeed, this is a dimension-lowering trick. The technique of peeling
oﬀ a completely positive map from a 2-positive map originates in [Ma10, Theorem
3.3]. Recall that a positive linear map   is extremal if any other positive linear map  
satisfying     is either a positive multiple of   or zero.
Theorem 2.1.3 Let   be a non-zero extremal map in B+(B(K), B(H)). If   is 2-
positive (resp. 2-copositive), then it is completely positive (resp. completely copositive).
In the proof of Theorem 2.1.3, Marciniak actually constructed a non-zero completely
positive (resp. completely copositive) map which is dominated by the given non-zero
2-positive map (resp. 2-copositive). Let us review his construction by starting with
a bounded positive linear mapping   from B(K) into B(H), where K and H can be
infinite dimensional. If   is non-zero then there exist unit vectors ⇠ 2 K, x 2 H and a
positive number   such that
}  (⇠⇠⇤)x =  x.
For such fixed ⇠, x and  , define two bounded linear operators B,C : K! H by
B⌘ =   1/2 (⌘⇠⇤)x,
C⌘ =   1/2 (⇠⌘⇤)x,
where ⌘ 2 K and ⌘ denotes the complex conjugate of ⌘. Consequently, define two
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maps  1 and  2 from B(K) into B(H) by
 1(X) = BXB
⇤,
 2(X) = CX
tC⇤,
for X 2 B(K). Using the above notations, Marciniak showed the following result.
Theorem 2.1.4 Let   : B(K) ! B(H) be a positive non-zero map. Let ⇠, x and  
fulfill } and the operator B (resp. C) and the map  1(X) = BXB⇤ (resp.  2(X) =
CX tC⇤) be defined above. Then  1    if and only if for any ⌘ 2 K and y 2 H the
following inequality holds
|hy, (⌘⇠⇤)i|2  hx, (⇠⇠⇤)xihy, (⌘⌘⇤)yi.
Analogously,  2    if and only if for any ⌘ 2 K and y 2 H the following inequality
holds
|hy, (⇠⌘⇤)i|2  hx, (⇠⇠⇤)xihy, (⌘⌘⇤)yi.
The key observation is that the condition |hy, (⌘⇠⇤)i|2  hx, (⇠⇠⇤)xihy, (⌘⌘⇤)yi is
linked to 2-positivity of the map  . Similarly, one can obtain the other condition
|hy, (⇠⌘⇤)i|2  hx, (⇠⇠⇤)xihy, (⌘⌘⇤)yi from 2-copositivity of the map  . For detailed
proofs and discussions, see also Størmer’s book [St13, pages 38-39]. Later Størmer
obtained in [St13, Theorem 5] a decomposition for positive maps .
Definition 2.1.2 A decomposable map ↵ : A! B(H), ↵    is a maximal decom-
posable map majorized by   if there is no decomposable map  : A! B(H) such that
 6= ↵, and ↵     .
Definition 2.1.3 A positive map   : A ! B(H) is said to be optimal (resp. co-
optimal) if     for  completely positive (reps. co-positive) implies  = 0. Moreover,
  is said to be bi-optimal if it is both optimal and co-optimal.
Theorem 2.1.5 Let A be a finite dimensional C⇤-algebra and H a finite dimensional
Hilbert space. Let   : A! B(H) be a positive linear map. Then there are a maximal
decomposable map ↵ : A! B(H) majorized by   and a bi-optimal, hence atomic, map
  : A! B(H) such that   = ↵ +  .
It is a structural result involving the use of Zorn’s Lemma. It shows no clue of how
to obtain such a decomposition for a general positive linear map from A into B(H),
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and there is no eﬀective decomposition algorithm even for positive linear maps in
B(M2(C),M2(C)).
Theorem 2.1.4 was shown by M.-D. Choi by a block-matrix approach. Inspired by his
insight, we present a stronger version of Theorem 2.1.4 in the following section.
2.2 A Decomposition Theorem
We shall give a useful definition below. Throughout this section, assume 2  k  n^m.
Definition 2.2.1 (Trivial Lifting) Given a linear map   2 B(Ml(C),Mm(C)), fix
the canonical matrix unit basis Eij i, j = 1, .., l, in Ml(C), under which the Choi
matrix is C  = [ (Eij)]li,j=1 2 Ml(Mm(C)). Given I = {n1, ..., nq} ⇢ {1, ..., l + q},
where n1 < · · · < nq, extend the matrix C  to a (l + q) ⇥ (l + q) block matrix
C liftI 2Ml+q(Mm(C)) by adding one row and one column of m⇥m zero matrices at
the nthk level for each k = 1, ..., q as follows:
C liftI ,
0BBBBBBBBB@
1st · · · nthk · · · (l + q)th
1st  (E11) · · · 0 · · ·  (E1,l)
...
... . . . 0 . . .
...
nthk 0 0 0 0 0
...
... . . . 0 . . .
...
(l + q)th  (El,1) · · · 0 · · ·  (El,l)
1CCCCCCCCCA
.





I . Then the map  ˜I is called a (I-)trivial lifting of the original map
 . If I = {p} is a singleton, simply denote by  ˜p the p-trivial lifting of  .
For simplicity, we consider a positive linear map   in B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)) in the
following Lemma.
Lemma 2.2.1 The map   is k-positive or k-copositive if and only if the p-trivial
lifting  ˜p is k-positive or k-copositive, respectively.
Proof. Let ⌘ = (w1, ..., wk)t be an arbitrary column vector in Ck ⌦ Cn where
ws 2 Cn, s = 1, ..., k. Let wˆs 2 Cn 1 be defined as (ws1, ..., wsp 1, wsp+1, ..., wsm)t for
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s = 1, ..., k, and ⌘ˆ = (wˆ1, ..., wˆk) 2 Ck ⌦ Cn 1. By definition of p-trivial lifting,
(idk ⌦  ˜p)(⌘⌘⇤) = [ ˜p(ws(wt)⇤)]ks,t=1 = [ (wˆs(wˆt)⇤)]ks,t=1 = (idk ⌦  )(⌘ˆ⌘ˆ⇤).
This matrix equality in Mk(Mm(C)) shows that the pair of maps ( ,  ˜) are k-positive
simultaneously. For k-copositivity, we also have:
(⌧k ⌦  ˜p)(⌘⌘⇤) = [ ˜p(wt(ws)⇤)]ks,t=1 = [ (wˆt(wˆs)⇤)]ks,t=1 = (⌧k ⌦  ˜)(⌘ˆ⌘ˆ⇤).
This completes the proof. ut
By repeatedly using Lemma 2.2.1, a map   is k-positive or k-copositive, if and only if
its trivial lifting  ˜I is k-positive or k-copositive, respectively.
Let us consider k-positive maps for the moment. A similar theorem holds for k-
copositive maps.
Theorem 2.2.2 (Choi Decomposition) Let   2 B(Mn(C),Mm(C)) be a non-zero
k-positive map. Then there exists a decomposition   =  +  , where  is a non-
zero completely positive map and   is a p-trivial lifting of a (k   1)-positive map in
B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)), for some p 2 {1, ..., n}.
Before proving Theorem 2.2.2, recall a classical result from [Bh07, Exercise 1.3.5]:





where A and C are square matrices. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) M   0,
(ii) A   0, M/A , C   B⇤A†B   0, range(B) ⇢ range(A),
(iii) C   0, M/C , A  BC†B⇤   0, range(B⇤) ⇢ range(C).
Here A† and C† refer to the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverses of A and C, respectively.
Some properties [BeGr03, Page 29-30] of the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse A† of a
matrix A are useful.
P1 AA†A = A, A†AA† = A†.
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P2 (AA†)⇤ = AA†, (A†A)⇤ = A†A.
P3 AA† is the orthogonal projection onto the range of A, A†A is the orthogonal
projection onto the range of A⇤.
P4 If A is invertible, then A† = A 1.
P5 If A   0, then A†   0.
Proof. [Theorem 2.2.2] Since the k-positive map   is non-zero, with respect to
the canonical matrix units {Eij}ni,j=1 in Mn(C), there exists an index k 2 {1, 2, ..., n}
such that  (Ekk) 6= 0. Otherwise if  (Ekk) = 0 for every k = 1, .., n, then  (In) = 0.
Meanwhile for every A 2Mn(C)+, ||A||In   A   0 yields that 0 = ||A|| (In)    (A),
implying   = 0, which contradicts   6= 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that
 (Enn) 6= 0. Decompose the Choi matrix C  for  , with Aij =  (Eij), i, j = 1, ..., n,




A11 · · · A1j · · · A1n
... . . .
... . . .
...
Ai1 · · · Aij · · · Ain
... . . .
... . . .
...




A1nA†nnAn1 · · · A1nA†nnAnj · · · A1nA†nnAnn
... . . .
... . . .
...
AinA†nnAn1 · · · AinA†nnAnj · · · AinA†nnAnn
... . . .
... . . .
...
AnnA†nnAn1




A11   A1nA†nnAn1 · · · A1j   A1nA†nnAnj · · · A1n   A1nA†nnAnn
... . . .
... . . .
...
Ai1   AinA†nnAn1 · · · Aij   AinA†nnAnj · · · Ain   AinA†nnAnn
... . . .
... . . .
...
An1   AnnA†nnAn1 . . . Anj   AnnA†nnAnj · · · Ann   AnnA†nnAnn
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
, U +R = C + C .
The two linear maps  and   above are defined by the matrices U and R, respectively.
For i, j = 1, ..., n, the (i, j)-entry of the matrix U is given by AinA†nnAnj, and the
(i, j)-entry of the matrix R is given by Rij = Aij   AinA†nnAnj. Since U   0 ()
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An1 · · · Anj · · · Ann
◆
  0.
U 6= 0 because its (n, n)-entry is AnnA†nnAnn = Ann =  (Enn) 6= 0. Hence the map
 6= 0 corresponding to the matrix U is completely positive. By k-positivity of  ,
for arbitrary column vectors w1, w2, .., wk 1 2 Cn, taking ⇠ = (w1, ..., wk 1, en)t where
en = (0, ..., 0, 1)t 2 Cn, we have
⇠⇠⇤ =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
w1(w1)⇤ · · · w1(wj)⇤ · · · w1e⇤n
... . . .
... . . .
...
wi(w1)⇤ · · · wi(wj)⇤ · · · wie⇤n
... . . .
... . . .
...
en(w1)⇤ · · · en(wj)⇤ · · · ene⇤n
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
  0
=) (idk ⌦  )(⇠⇠⇤) =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
 (w1(w1)⇤) · · ·  (w1(wj)⇤) · · ·  (w1e⇤n)
... . . .
... . . .
...
 (wi(w1)⇤) · · ·  (wi(wj)⇤) · · ·  (wie⇤n)
... . . .
... . . .
...
 (en(w1)⇤) · · ·  (en(wj)⇤) · · ·  (ene⇤n)
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
  0.
By Lemma 2.2.3 (iii), the condition (idk ⌦  )(⇠⇠⇤)   0 expands to:
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0BBBBB@
 (w1(w1)⇤) · · ·  (w1(wk 1)⇤)
... . . .
...












 (w1(w1)⇤)   (w1e⇤n) (eme⇤m)† (en(w1)⇤) · · ·  (w1(wk 1)⇤)   (w1e⇤n) (ene⇤n)† (en(wk 1)⇤)
... . . .
...
 (wk 1(w1)⇤)   (wk 1e⇤n) (ene⇤n)† (en(w1)⇤) · · ·  (wk 1(wk 1)⇤)   (wk 1e⇤n) (ene⇤n)† (en(wk 1)⇤)
1CCCCCA   0.










































































Let   ,     , one has0BBBBB@
 (w1(w1)⇤) · · ·  (w1(wk 1)⇤)
... . . .
...
 (wk 1(w1)⇤) · · ·  (wk 1(wk 1)⇤)
1CCCCCA   0, 8w1, ..., wk 1 2 Cn,
proving that   is (k   1)-positive. Moreover, all the entries of the nth row and nth
column of the matrix R are zero matrices. To show this, recall   is 2-positive(k   2),




1CA   0, for all j = 1, ..., n  1. By Lemma 2.2.3,
one obtains that ColumnSpace( (Enj)) ✓ ColumnSpace( (Enn)), for all j = 1, .., n.
By (P3), AnnA†nn is the orthogonal projection onto the column space of Ann, so
Rnj = Anj   AnnA†nnAnj = 0, for all j = 1, . . . , n. Note that R is hermitian, hence










0 · · · 0
1CCCCCA .
Here, the map  2 B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)) is defined by the Choi matrixK 2M(n 1)(Mm(C))
through (Est) = Kst, s, t = 1, .., n   1. It is obvious that   2 B(Mn(C),Mm(C))
is the n-trivial lifting of  2 B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)). By Lemma 2.2.1, the map
 2 B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)) is (k   1)-positive. ut
A similar result holds for k-copositive maps.
Corollary 2.2.4 Let   be a non-zero k-copositive map in B(Mn(C),Mm(C)). Then
there exists a decomposition   =  +  , where  is a non-zero completely copositive
map and   is a p-trivial lifting of a (k   1)-copositive map in B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)),
for some p 2 {1, ..., n}.
Proof. If   is k-copositive, using the same arguments in the proof of Theorem
2.2.2 for the matrix
Pn





i,j=1Eji ⌦  (Eij) +
Pn
i,j=1Eji ⌦  (Eij), where  is a non-zero completely
copositive map and   is a (k   1)-copositive map which is a trivial lifting of a map in
B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)). ut
The decomposition in 2.2.2 and Corollary 2.2.4 is not unique. One can check this fact
using the GC maps [YDT16].
Theorem 2.2.5 Any non-zero k-positive (resp. k-copositive) map in B(Mn(C),Mm(C))
is the sum of at most (k   1) non-zero completely positive (resp. completely copos-
itive) maps and a positive map which is the trivial lifting of a positive map in
B(Mn k+1(C),Mm(C)).
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Proof. For a k-positive linear map  , repeatedly using Theorem 2.2.2 (respectively
Corollary 2.2.4) until the remainder is a positive map. ut
The process in Choi decomposition may no longer apply to a general positive map  
even for   2 B(M2(C),M2(C)). Hence it may not necessarily give us an algorithm to
decompose a positive map in B(M2(C),M2(C)) as the sum of a completely positive
map and a completely copositive map. The following example in B(M2(C),M2(C)) is
decomposable but one can not apply the aforementioned process in Choi decomposition.




1 0 0 "
0 0 " 0
0 " 0 0
" 0 0 1
1CCCCCCCCCA
,





0B@ a "(b+ c)
"(b+ c) d
1CA , a, b, c, d 2 C.


















is positive. This is equivalent to the condition that  12  "  12 . For Choi decomposition,







1 0 0 "
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0
0 0 " 0
0 " 0 0
0 0 0 1  "2
1CCCCCCCCCA
,






"2 0 0 "
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0




1  "2 0 0 0
0 0 " 0
0 " 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCA
.
In each of the two equations above, the last matrix corresponds to a linear map which
is not positive. Meanwhile to decompose the map ! as the sum of a completely positive
map and a completely copositive map, one splits the original matrix as follows:
C! =
0BBBBBBBBB@
1/2 0 0 "
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0




1/2 0 0 0
0 0 " 0
0 " 0 0
0 0 0 1/2
1CCCCCCCCCA
.
Obviously under this splitting, the second and the third matrix in the above equation
correspond to a completely positive map  1 and a completely copositive map  2,
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Naturally, we may ask if there is an algorithm to decompose positive linear maps in
B(M2(C),M2(C)).
2.3 A Reduced Situation of B(M3(C),M3(C))
In low dimensional cases such as B(M2(C),M2(C)) and B(M2(C),M3(C)), Woronowicz
showed that every positive map is decomposable [Wo76]. In this section, we will
show that in B(M3(C),M3(C)), although positive maps may not be decomposable,
2-positive maps are always decomposable. Let us start with a useful lemma. For any
p 2 {1, ...,m}, we assume that  ˜p 2 B(Mn(C),Mm(C)) is the p-trivial lifting of a
positive map   2 B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)).
Lemma 2.3.1 If   is decomposable in B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)), then its trivial lifting  ˜p
is also decomposable in B(Mn(C),Mm(C)).
Proof. Given a decomposable map   2 B(Mn 1(C),Mm(C)), then   =  1 +  2,
where  1 is completely positive and  2 is completely copositive. By Lemma 2.2.1,
one obtains a completely positive map f 1p and a completely copositive map f 2p
through p-trivial lifting of  1 and  2, respectively. By linearity of the trivial lifting,
 ˜p = ( ^1 +  2)p =f 1p +f 2p is decomposable in B(Mn(C),Mm(C)). ut
Theorem 2.3.2 Every 2-positive or 2-copositive map   in B(M3(C),M3(C)) is de-
composable.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume the 2-positive (resp.2-copositive) map
  is non-zero. In the case of B(M3(C),M3(C)), the peel-oﬀ process yields that:
  =  + ˜p for some p 2 {1, 2, 3}
where  is completely positive (resp. completely copositive) and ˜p is a p-trivial lifting
of a positive map  2 B(M2(C),M3(C)). Since every positive map in B(M2(C),M3(C))
is decomposable in B(M2(C),M3(C)), by Lemma 2.3.1, the lifted map ˜p is decom-
posable in B(M3(C),M3(C)). Hence,   =  + ˜p is also decomposable. ut
Corollary 2.3.3 Every indecomposable map in B(M3(C),M3(C)) is atomic.
Proof. If a positive map in B(M3(C),M3(C)) is the sum of a 2-positive and a
2-copositive map, then it is decomposable by Theorem 2.3.2. ut
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Corollary 2.3.4 Under the dual cone correspondence, one can completely determine
the set inclusion relations in B(M3(C),M3(C)) as follows:
V1[3, 3] $ T [3, 3] $ V2[3, 3] $ V3[3, 3] = (M3(C)⌦M3(C))+
l l l l k
P1[3, 3] % D[3, 3] % P2[3, 3] % P3[3, 3] ⇠= (M3(C)⌦M3(C))+
.
Proof. Theorem 2.3.2 shows that D[3, 3] ◆ P2[3, 3]. Further, the maps in Example
2.1.1 establish the inequalities in P1[3, 3] ◆ D[3, 3] ◆ P2[3, 3] ◆ P3[3, 3]. ut
Remark: Note that the inclusion T [3, 3] $ V2[3, 3] solves Conjecture 2.1.1.
2.4 Related Problems and Further Studies
Apparently, the next case to investigate is (n,m) = (3, 4). Based on our experience,
we pose the following Conjecture.
Conjecture 2.4.1 There exist indecomposable 2-positive maps in B(M3(C),M4(C)).
Conjecture 2.4.2 admits a dual version of finding PPTES in Mn(C)⌦Mm(C).
Conjecture 2.4.2 There exist PPTES in M3(C)⌦M4(C) of SN(⇢) = 3.
It remains a challenge to construct PPTES due to lack of structural results on the
set T [n,m]\V1[n,m]. In chapter 3, we present a systematic method of constructing
PPTES in Mn2(C)⌦Mm2(C) of Schmidt number r 2 [1, . . . , n ^m] but a "compact"
example of PPTES as in Conjecture 2.4.2 is unknown. Generally, we do expect that
the following holds especially when the dimensions of the underlying spaces are large
enough.
Conjecture 2.4.3 If nm   12, then there exist PPTES in Mn(C) ⌦ Mm(C) of
SN(⇢) = n ^m. Or equivalently, there exist indecomposable (n ^m  1)-positive maps
in B(Mn(C),Mm(C)).
Further, a guess on the complexity of determining the Schmidt number is given below.
Definition 2.4.1 Let {⇤i}i2I be a collection of linear maps in B(Mn(C)⌦Mm(C),Mn(C)⌦
Mm(C)) and ⇢ be a state in Mn(C)⌦Mm(C). Assume that 1  s < n ^m.
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(a) A set {⇤i}i2I is said to be a s-rule if {⇢ : ⇤i(⇢)   0, 8i 2 I} ✓ Vs[n,m].
(b) A set {⇤i}i2I is said to be a perfect s-rule if {⇢ : ⇤i(⇢)   0, 8i 2 I} = Vs[n,m].
For example, the collection {⌧n ⌦ idm} is a perfect 1-rule in Mn(C)⌦Mm(C) when
(n,m) = (2, 2), (2, 3) while it is a 2-rule in Mn(C)⌦Mm(C) when (n,m) = (3, 3). The
existence of perfect s-rule is unknown in Mn(C)⌦Mm(C) when nm   8. Still we pose
the following guess.
Conjecture 2.4.4 If {⇤i}i2I is a perfect s-rule in Mn(C) ⌦Mm(C) when nm   8,
then the cardinality |I| =1.
If proven, Conjecture 2.4.4 gives a negative result saying that the determination of
Schmidt number is complex in high dimensional spaces such that any finite numbered
rule is insuﬃcient.
Chapter 3
Schmidt Number of States under Local
Projections
Most of this chapter is adopted from our joint paper [LYT16] which provides a
repository of results on the Schmidt number of mixed states. The original paper is
written in a physical style but it is rephrased into a mathematical style below.
3.1 Background and Current Status
The Schmidt number is a parameter characterizing quantum states. A quantum state
is entangled if and only if its Schmidt number is greater than one. Entangled states
play the fundamental role in quantum-information applications such as quantum
computing and cryptography. One quantum state ⇢ is converted into another state
  under the physical environment of local operations and classical communications
(LOCC) [CLMOW14]. In spite of the complex mathematical configuration of LOCC,
the most basic operation in LOCC is the local projection P . P is a projection in B(H)
if P 2 = P and P ⇤ = P . We shall denote by PA and PB the projections in B(HA) and
B(HB) respectively. Mathematically we have ⇢!   = (IA ⌦ PB)⇢(IA ⌦ PB), where
IA and IB are the identities in B(HA) and B(HB) respectively. In this process the
Schmidt number is entanglement monotone (non-increasing under LOCC) [TeHo00,
Proposition 1], and the decrease of Schmidt number is decided by the local projection.
In analogy to the notions of Schmidt number and birank. we shall construct the
notion of bi-Schmidt number in Eq. (3.1). Next we recall the definition of direct sum
and tensor product of two quantum states, and obtain several preliminary results in
Lemma 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
The entanglement of the tensor product of two quantum states is invesitgated in
Lemma 3.2.4. Next show in Lemma 3.2.7 that for any bipartite states ⇢ and   with
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SN( )  SN(⇢), the Schmidt number of the perturbation ⇢ + ✏  remains SN(⇢) for
suﬃciently small ✏ > 0.
The results in this chapter are as follows. We will investigate how the local projection
influences the Schmidt number of both bipartite and multipartite states.
(i) For bipartite states the investigation is carried out in Lemma 3.2.10 and 3.2.12. As
an application we show that every 3⇥ 3 positive-partial-transpose (PPT) entangled
state ⇢ is of Schmidt number 2 in Corollary 3.2.11. It provides an alternative proof for
a conjecture in [SBL01]. We further show that the projected state   can reach any
integer smaller than the Schmidt number of ⇢ in Lemma 3.2.16. As an application
of this result, we show in Theorem 3.2.17 that there exist bipartite PPT entangled
states of any prescribed Schmidt number in a suﬃciently large space. This is based on
the preliminary results developed in Lemma 3.2.13 and Proposition 3.2.14. Moreover,
it implies that, given any integer k, there exist indecomposable k-positive but not
(k + 1) positive maps in B(MM(C),MN(C)) where M,N are suﬃciently large. We
also investigate when an entangled state can be projected onto a separable state in
terms of their rank.
(ii) For multipartite states, we introduce the notion of expansion and coarse graining
respectively in Definition 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. We investigate their relation to the Schmidt
number of bipartite reduced density operators in Theorem 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.2.
We further construct the notion of joint Schmidt number for multipartite states in
Definition 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. We also restrict the joint Schmidt number of a multipartite
pure state by the Schmidt numbers of its bipartite reduced density operators in
Theorem 3.3.3. As an application, we show in Lemma 3.3.4 that any multipartite
entangled PPT state with Schmidt number at least 3 when regarded as bipartite states,
has rank at least 5.
In this Chapter, the following assumptions are made for simplicity. Let H = HA⌦HB
be a bipartite Hilbert space with dimHA = M and dimHB = N . Since the case
M = 1 or N = 1 is trivial, we assume 2  M  N . Recall that ⇢ is a M ⇥N state
when rank ⇢A = M and rank ⇢B = N , where ⇢A and ⇢B are the reduced states of the
system A and B, respectively (see Definition 1.2.6). We shall work with bipartite
quantum states ⇢ on H. We shall write Ik for the identity k ⇥ k matrix. We denote
by R(⇢) and ker ⇢ the range and kernel of a linear map ⇢, respectively. From now
on, unless stated otherwise, the states will not be normalized. We shall denote by
{ei : i = 1, . . . ,M} and {fj : j = 1, . . . , N} ONB of HA and HB, respectively. We
say that ⇢ is PPT if ⇢ A   0. Otherwise ⇢ is NPT, i.e., ⇢ A has at least one negative
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eigenvalue. We say that two bipartite states ⇢ and   are equivalent under special
local operations and classical communications (SLOCC) if there exists an invertible
local operator (ILO) A⌦B such that ⇢ = (A⇤ ⌦B⇤) (A⌦B) [DVC00]. In particular,
they are locally equivalent when A and B are unitary matrices. It is easy to see that
any ILO transforms PPT, entangled, or separable state into the same kind of states.
We shall often use ILOs to simplify the density matrices of states. A subspace which
contains no product state, is referred to as a completely entangled subspace (CES).
3.2 Schmidt Number of Bipartite States
Definition 3.2.1 Let ⇢ be a bipartite state on HA ⌦HB. The birank of ⇢ is defined
to be the pair of integers (rank ⇢, rank ⇢ ). Further, assume that ⇢ is PPT. Similar to
the birank, we define the pair of integers
(SN(⇢), SN(⇢ ))
as the bi-Schmidt number, namely the BSN of ⇢.
Unlike the birank, the BSN is defined for PPT states only because the Schmidt number
is defined only for quantum states. Below is an application of BSN.
Lemma 3.2.1 If ⇢ is a PPT state and SN(⇢), SN(⇢ ) 2 {1, 2} then SN(⇢) = SN(⇢ ).
Proof. Since ⇢ and its partial transpose ⇢  are simultaneously separable, so they
have the same Schmidt number given that SN(⇢), SN(⇢ )  2.
ut
Next we investigate the Schmidt number of the collective use of two quantum states.
For this purpose we introduce two notions from quantum information.
The first notion is the direct sum of two spaces. It plays an important role in
many quantum-information problems such as the distillability problem [ChDj16] and
bipartite unitary operations [ChLi14, ChLi14ap, ChLi15]. We shall denote V  W as
the ordinary direct sum of two matrices V and W , and V  B W as the direct sum
of V and W from the B side. The latter is called the B-direct sum, i.e., V and W
respectively act on two subspaces HA ⌦H0B and HA ⌦H00B such that H0B ? H00B. For
example, the unnormalized state (e1⌦ f1)(e1⌦ f1)⇤+(e1⌦ f2)(e1⌦ f2)⇤ is the B-direct
sum of (e1 ⌦ f1)(e1 ⌦ f1)⇤ and (e1 ⌦ f2)(e1 ⌦ f2)⇤.
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The second notion from quantum information is the combination of diﬀerent systems.
Let ⇢AiBi be an Mi ⇥Ni state of rank ri acting on the Hilbert space Hi = HAi ⌦HBi ,
i = 1, 2. The tensor product ⇢ = ⇢A1B1 ⌦ ⇢A2B2 is a state acting on the Hilbert space
H1 ⌦H2 = (HA1 ⌦HB1)⌦ (HA2 ⌦HB2). By switching the two middle factors, we can
consider ⇢ as a composite bipartite state acting on the Hilbert space HA ⌦HB where
HA = HA1⌦HA2 and HB = HB1⌦HB2 . In this case we shall write ⇢ = ⇢A1A2:B1B2 and
call ⇢ a flipped tensor product of ⇢A1B1 and ⇢A2B2 . Moreover, ⇢ is an M1M2 ⇥N1N2
state of rank not larger than r1r2. The above definition can be generalized to the
flipped tensor product of N states ⇢AiBi , i = 1, . . . , N . They form a bipartite state on
the Hilbert space HA1,··· ,AN ⌦HB1,··· ,BN . For simplicity we denote the system A as
A1, · · · , AN and denote B as B1, · · · , BN .
For example, it is known that SN(⇢⌦2) 2 [SN(⇢), SN(⇢)2], and SN(⇢⌦2) may reach any
integer in the interval [SN(⇢), SN(⇢)2] when SN(⇢) = M . An example is the two-qubit
isotropic state [TeHo00, Fig. 1]. Now we have
Lemma 3.2.2 Suppose ⇢ = ↵ B   where ↵ and   are both bipartite quantum states.
Then
(i) SN(⇢) = max{SN(↵), SN( )}.
(ii) SN(⇢⌦n) = max{SN(↵⌦B · · ·⌦B ↵| {z }
n
), SN(↵⌦B · · ·⌦B ↵| {z }
n 1
⌦B ), · · · , SN( ⌦B↵⌦B · · ·⌦B ↵| {z }
n 1
), · · · ,
SN(  ⌦B · · ·⌦B  | {z }
n
)}.
Proof. (i) By definition we have SN(⇢)  max{SN(↵), SN( )}. On the other hand
we can project ⇢ onto ↵ and   by local projections. Since the Schmidt number is an
entanglement monotone we have SN(⇢)   max{SN(↵), SN( )}.
(ii) The assertion follows from (i). This completes the proof. ut
We generalize the Lemma as follows. It is known that any quantum physical operation









I, where Pi is a projection. If the equality holds then the operation is a completely
positive trace-preserving (CPTP) map, namely a quantum channel. We construct the
relation between quantum operation and Schmidt number.
Lemma 3.2.3 Suppose ⇢ is a bipartite state, and ⇤(·) = Pi Pi(·)P ⇤i is a quantum
operation such that (IA ⌦ ⇤)⇢ = ⇢. Then SN(⇢) = maxi{SN(⇢i)} where ⇢i = (IA ⌦
Pi)⇢(IA ⌦ P ⇤i ).
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Proof. By definition we have SN(⇢)  maxi{SN(⇢i)}. Since the Schmidt number
is an entanglement monotone we have SN(⇢)   maxi{SN(⇢i)}. This completes the
proof. ut
If the channel is ⇤(·) = P (·)P ⇤+(I P )(·)(I P ⇤) where P is a projection, then Lemma
3.2.3 reduces to Lemma 3.2.2. Finding out the states ⇢ satisfying the hypothesis of
Lemma 3.2.3 is an interesting question. For example, we can assume ⇢ as the quantum-
classical separable state ⇢ =
P
i pi⇢i ⌦ eie⇤i [CCMV11].
The following Lemma investigates the entanglement of the tensor product of two
quantum states.
Lemma 3.2.4 Let the integers m1, n1,m2, n2 2 {2, 3}, m1 + n1 < 6 and m2 + n2 < 6.
Suppose ⇢1 and ⇢2 are m1 ⇥ n1 and m2 ⇥ n2 states in HA1 ⌦ HB1 and HA2 ⌦ HB2,
respectively. ⇢1 ⌦ ⇢2 is a bipartite state w.r.t the bi-partition A1A2 : B1B2.
(i) If either of the two states ⇢1 and ⇢2 is entangled, then ⇢1 ⌦ ⇢2 is a NPT state.
(ii) Conversely, if ⇢1 ⌦ ⇢2 is a PPT state, then both ⇢1 and ⇢2 are separable states.
Proof. (i) Assume that ⇢1 is entangled. By the Peres-Horodecki criterion [Pe96], we
have ⇢ A11 is not positive semidefinite hence the least eigenvalue of ⇢
 A1
1 is negative. On
the other hand, as a matrix inMm1(Mn1(C)), ⇢1 and ⇢
 A1
1 share the same block diagonal
elements. If all eigenvalues of ⇢ A11 are negative, then the block diagonal elements are
zero matrices since ⇢1   0 and  ⇢ A11   0. Hence there exists a positive eigenvalue in
the spectrum of ⇢ A11 . Since the eigenvalues of (⇢1 ⌦ ⇢2) A1A2 = ⇢ A11 ⌦ ⇢ A22 are the
pairwise products of eigenvalues of ⇢ A11 and ⇢
 A2
2 , there exists a negative eigenvalue in
the spectrum of (⇢1 ⌦ ⇢2) A1B1 .
(ii) follows (i) immediately. This completes the proof. ut
The Lemma shows that the entanglement of the tensor product implies the entanglement
of at least one state in the tensor product. On the other hand, if ⇢1 + ⇢2 is a separable
state then ⇢1 and ⇢2 may be both entangled. An example is ⇢1 = ↵+↵⇤+ and ⇢2 = ↵ ↵⇤+
where ↵± = (e1 ⌦ e1)± (e2 ⌦ e2). This is diﬀerent from (ii) which works for the tensor
product of two states. Moreover if we want to construct PPT entangled states using
the tensor product of two PPT entangled states by Lemma 3.2.4, then ⇢1 and ⇢2 have
to be M ⇥N PPT entangled states where M,N   3.
As another application of Schmidt rank, we introduce a subspace containing only
highly entangled states [CMW08].
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Definition 3.2.2 A subspace of Cm ⌦ Cn is said to be a k-CES (k  min{m,n}) if
it contains no nonzero Schmidt rank l vectors for l  k.
Definition 3.2.3 Consider a multipartite quantum system H = ⌦mi=1Hi with m par-
ties. An orthogonal product basis (PB) is a set S of pure orthogonal product states
spanning a proper subspace HS of H. An unextendible product basis (UPB) is an PB
whose complementary subspace H?S contains no product state.
For example, if the range of a bipartite state is 1-completely entangled then the state
is entangled. This is how the PPT entangled states by unextendible product bases are
constructed [BDMSST99].
Lemma 3.2.5 If ⇢ is a bipartite quantum state whose R(⇢) is a k-CES, then SN(⇢)  
k + 1.





i ⇠i, we have SN(⇢)   k + 1 by Definition 1.2.7 and Definition 3.2.2. ut
The Lemma gives a suﬃcient condition such that ⇢ is entangled. The condition is not
necessary. An example is the two-qubit state (e1 ⌦ f1)(e1 ⌦ f1)⇤ + ((e1 ⌦ f1) + (e2 ⌦
f2))((e1 ⌦ f1) + (e2 ⌦ f2))⇤. One can easily show that the state is entangled and its
range is not 1-completely entangled. On the other hand, the construction of k-CES
seems hard. Hitherto most results shows that estimating the Schmidt number is a hard
problem. The following result from [TeHo00] provides a method for the estimation in
terms of the maximally entangled states.








where we maximize over M ⇥M bipartite maximally entangled states ⇠M ,
PM
i=1(ei ⌦
fi)⌦ (ei ⌦ fi)⇤ where {ei}Mi=1 and {fi}Mi=1 are ONB of HA and HB, respectively.
An equivalent statement is presented in [GMS15, Proposition 2.4.12]. That is if
(⇠⇤M⇢⇠M) >
k
N for some maximally entangled state ⇠M then SN(⇢) > k. This result
can be used to infer the Schmidt number of quantum states. For example let us




i , where ⇠1 has the maximum Schmidt rank.
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The greater p1 is, the greater (⇠⇤M⇢⇠M) becomes. Then Lemma 3.2.6 shows that the
Schmidt number of ⇢ also increases.
Next we show that the Schmidt number is stable under perturbation.
Lemma 3.2.7 For any bipartite states ⇢ and   with SN( )  SN(⇢), the Schmidt
number of the perturbation ⇢+ ✏  remains SN(⇢) for suﬃciently small ✏ > 0.
Proof. For any l   SN(⇢)   SN( ), we have Tr(⇢Ct )   0 8  2 Pl and Tr( Ct )  
0 8  2 Pl by equation (1.1). Therefore Tr((⇢ + ✏ )Ct ) = Tr(⇢Ct ) + ✏Tr( Ct )  
0 8  2 Pl for any non-negative ✏. On the other hand, taking l = SN(⇢)   1, there
exists a positive map  2 Pl such that Tr(⇢Ct ) < 0 by equation (1.1). Choosing a
suﬃciently small ✏, we also have Tr((⇢+ ✏ )Ct ) = Tr(⇢Ct ) + ✏Tr( Ct ) < 0. Hence
by equation (1.1) we have SN(⇢+ ✏ ) remains SN(⇢) for suﬃciently small ✏. ut
3.2.1 The Local Projections
First we review and construct a few results on linear algebra used throughout the
following sections. We have seen in Definition 1.2.7 that computing the Schmidt
number of a quantum state requires the investigation of all decompositions of the state.
The following result provides the closed formula for the decomposition [HJW93].
















pi↵i for an order-m unitary
matrix [uij].
The Lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma 3.2.10 studying the Schmidt number
of quantum states and their projections. The next result is used for detecting the
Schmidt number of bipartite states in Lemma 3.2.13.
If ⇠ =
P





Lemma 3.2.9 Suppose ⇠ and ⌘ are two bipartite states in HA ⌦HB. There exists a
nonzero state   2 HA or HB such that the two states  ⇤⇠ and  ⇤⌘ in HB or HA are
proportional, and at least one of them is nonzero.
Proof. Suppose {↵j}j=1,··· ,M and { j}j=1,··· ,N are respectively two orthonormal basis
in HA and HB. Without loss of generality, we assume that ⇠ is not parallel to ⌘. We
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write the Schmidt decomposition as ⇠ =
PL





k=1 djk(↵j ⌦  k) [NC10]. If some djk 6= 0 when L < j or L < k,
then we choose   = ↵j or   =  k, and the assertion holds. If all djk = 0 when
L < j or L < k, we can find two complex number x, y such that the nonzero state
x⇠ + y⌘ has Schmidt number strictly less than L. Choose   2 span{↵1, · · · ,↵L} and
 ⇤(x⇠ + y⌘) = 0. Then the two states  ⇤⇠ and  ⇤⌘ in HB are proportional, and  ⇤⇠ is
nonzero. So the assertion holds. This completes the proof. ut
Note that the space in which the state   belongs to cannot be fixed. An example is
that ⇠ = (e1 ⌦ f1) + (e2 ⌦ f2) and ⌘ = (e1 ⌦ f2) + (e2 ⌦ f3). One can show that no
  2 HA satisfies the assertion. On the other hand one can choose   = f1 2 HB.
In this section we investigate the Schmidt number of bipartite states under local projec-
tions. Bipartite entangled states are the fundamental resources in quantum computing
and cryptography. For this purpose bipartite states are converted into maximally
entengled states with a smaller Schmidt number under local projections asymptotically.
This is the well-known entanglement distillation or purification [BDSW96]. Next,
bipartite states are entangled if and only if they have Schmidt number greater than
one. Deciding whether a state is entangled is the well-known separability problem.
One may detect the entanglement by locally projecting the target state onto another
state with smaller dimensions. The local projections play important roles in both
issues. We begin by proposing a preliminary Lemma on the Schmidt number and local
projections.
Lemma 3.2.10 Let ⇢ be an M ⇥N entangled state, k 2 [1,M   1] an integer, P a
matrix of rank M   k, and   = (P ⌦ IB)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ IB) the projected state. Then
(i)
max{1, SN(⇢)  k}  SN( )  min{SN(⇢),M   k}.
(3.2)




j , where ⇠j =
PSN( )
l=1 ↵j,l ⌦  j,l +
Pk
i=1 ⌫i ⌦ µj,i, R(P ) =
span{↵j,l}, ⌫i ? ⌫j, and ⌫i ? P for all i, j.
(iii) If SN(⇢) = M , then SN( ) = M   k.
Below we further assume that ⇢ is PPT. Then
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(iv)
max{1, SN(⇢ )  k}  SN(  )  min{SN(⇢ ),M   k}.
(3.3)
(v) If k = SN( ) = 1, then SN(⇢) = SN(⇢ ) = 2.
(vi) If k = min{SN(⇢), SN(⇢ )} s, and SN(⇢) 6= SN(⇢ ), then max{SN( ), SN(  )}  
s+ 1.
(vii) If k = M   2 or M   1, then SN( ) = SN(  ) 2 {1, 2}.
(viii) If SN(⇢) = SN(⇢ ), then SN( )  SN(  ) 2 [ k, k].
Proof. (i) Since the Schmidt number of quantum states is invariant up to local









j where ⇠j =
PM
i=1 i ⌦ uij and uij are
non-normalized vectors. We have









i ⌦ uij. (3.5)
Using Lemma 3.2.8 we may assume that |↵ji are pairwise orthogonal, and we do not




j , we can find
a unitary matrix W = [wjl] such that for any k the pure state
P
j wjl↵j has Schmidt



















The definition of Schmidt number and (3.5) imply that SN(⇢)  SN( ) + k. Since  
is nonzero we always have SN( )   1. So we have proved the lower bound in (3.2).
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On the other hand, it is known that the Schmidt number is monotone decreasing
under the local operations and classical communications [TeHo00]. So SN( )  SN(⇢).
Besides, the inequality SN( ) M   k follows from the fact that P has rank M   k.
We have proved (i).
(ii) It suﬃces to prove R(P ) = span{↵j,l}. The inclusion R(P ) ◆ span{↵j,l} is evident.
If the inclusion is strict, then rankP > rank  A.
On the other hand Since (P ⌦ IB)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ IB) =  , we have P⇢AP ⇤ =  A. Since
rank ⇢A = M we have rankP = rank  A. We have a contradiction and thus R(P ) =
{↵j,l}.
(iii) The assertions both follow from the proof of (i).
(iv) The assertion follows from (i) by replacing ⇢ by ⇢ .
(v) Since k = 1 and SN( ) = 1, (i) implies 1  SN(⇢)  2, and (iv) implies
1  SN(⇢ )  2. Since ⇢ and ⇢  are both separable or not, we have proved the
assertion.
(vi) The assertion follows from (i).
(vii) The assertion follows from (i).
(viii) The assertion follows by summing up (3.2) and minus (3.3). This completes the
proof. ut
By checking the proof of Lemma 3.2.10, one can show that it also holds when M > N .
In Lemma 3.2.10 (i), the Schmidt number of the M ⇥N bipartite state ⇢ is dominated
by the sum of the Schmidt number of the projected states   plus the dimension of the
kernel of the projection. In Lemma 3.2.10 (ii) if SN(⇢)  k then ⇠j =
Pk
i=1 ⌫i⌦µi,j . It
is impossible unless k = M . So the last inequality in (3.2) may be strict. An example
is the 3⇥ 3 Werner state ⇢ and k = 1. Since any   is a 2⇥ 3 separable state, we have
SN( ) = 1 < SN(⇢) = 2 = M   k. The first inequality in (3.2) may be also strict.
First we give an example of NPT ⇢ and M = N = 3. An example is the antisymmetric
state ⇢ =
P3
j,k=1,j<k(ej ⌦ fk  ek⌦ fj)(ej ⌦ fk  ek⌦ fj)⇤. Up to ILOs we may assume
the projection P = e1e⇤1 + e2e⇤2 + (ae1 + be2)e⇤3 where a, b are complex numbers. Then
(P ⌦ I2)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ I2) is an NPT two-qubit state for any a, b. So it is entangled, and
SN(⇢) = SN( ) = 2.
Corollary 3.2.11 Let ⇢ be a 3⇥ 3 state. Then
(i) every PPT entangled ⇢ is of Schmidt number 2;
(ii) every state ⇢ of Schmidt number 3 is NPT. Moreover, for any matrix P,Q 2
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M3(C) with rank(P ) = rank(Q) = 2, the projected states (P ⌦ I3)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ I3) or
(I3 ⌦Q)⇢(I3 ⌦Q⇤) are NPT states.
Proof. (i) This assertion follows Lemma 3.2.10 (i), in which we set M = N = 3 and
k = 1. Then we have SN(⇢)  SN( ) + 1. Note that   is a 2⇥ 3 PPT state which is
also separable by Peres-Horodecki criterion.
(ii) The first assertion follows easily from (i). WLOG, assume that the projected states
  = (P ⌦ I3)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ I3) is a PPT state. So   is a separable state, hence it violates the
inequality SN( )   SN(⇢)  k = 2. ut
The projected states may not be NPT even if the original state is NPT. For example,
for any rank-one P the state (P ⌦ IB)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ IB) is a separable state. It is an open
problem to find out when the projected state is NPT, and it relates to the well-known
distillability problem which will be introduced in Chapter 4.
Below is an example of PPT state, where k = 1 and SN(⇢) = 2. Note that these two
states also saturate the last equality in (3.2).
Example 3.2.1 Let ⇢ = &   ⇣ be a PPT entangled state, where & and ⇣ are both
3⇥ 3 PPT entangled states, R(&A) = R(&B) = span{e1, e2, e3} and R(⇣A) = R(⇣B) =
span{e4, e5, e6}. It follows from Lemma 3.2.2 and Corollary 3.2.11 that SN(⇢) =
SN(&) = SN(⇣) = 2.





where ↵1, · · · ,↵6 span a 5-dimensional subspace in C6. Hence either ↵1,↵2,↵3 or



































So either the first state or the second state in (3.7) is still a 3⇥ 3 PPT entangled state.
It follows from Lemma 3.2.2 and Corollary 3.2.11 that SN( ) = 2 = SN(⇢).
In Lemma 3.2.10 (iii), one can generate quantum states of Schmidt number M   k
using rank M   k projections from a Schmidt number M state. The converse of
(iii) does not hold. An example is the normalized antisymmetric projection on the
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3 ⇥ 3 subspace. This is an entangled state. Further we propose an example of a
separable state. Consider a 2⇥ 3 PPT state ⇢ with any rank 1 projection, we have
SN(⇢) = 1 < M and SN( ) = 1 = M   k.
Lemma 3.2.10 provides an alternative proof for Conjecture 2.1.1, see the Corollary
below.
Next we consider the relation between the Schmidt numbers of the two tensors of the
two copies of a bipartite state and the two copies of its projected state.
Lemma 3.2.12 If ⇢ and   are as introduced in Lemma 3.2.10, then
SN( ⌦2)  min{SN(⇢⌦2), (M   k)2}, (3.8)
SN(⇢⌦2)  SN( )2 + 2k SN( ) + k2. (3.9)
Proof. First we prove (3.8). Since   = (P ⌦ IB)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ IB), we can project ⇢⌦2 onto
 ⌦2. Hence SN( ⌦2)  SN(⇢⌦2). It follows from (3.2) that SN( )  M   k. So   is
the convex sum of pure states of Schmidt rank at most M   k. So  ⌦2 is the convex
sum of pure states of Schmidt rank at most (M   k)2. We have SN( ⌦2)  (M   k)2.
So (3.8) holds. Next (3.9) follows from the fact SN(⇢)  SN( ) + k, which is from
Lemma 3.2.10 (i) and (ii). This completes the proof. ut
The Lemma shows that the Schmidt number of the tensor product of the two copies of
the same state is bounded by that of the tensor product of its projected states. One
may similarly extend the Lemma to the tensor product of many copies of the same
states. We further investigate the Schmidt number of the tensor product of diﬀerent
mixed states. The following result shows that such Schmidt number may be greater
than the Schmidt number of each of them.
In the following Lemma, the subscript A1A2 in aiA1A2 indicates that ai is a vector in





Lemma 3.2.13 Let ⇢ = ↵A1B1 ⌦  A2B2 be a bipartite state on the system A1A2 and
B1B2.
(i) If neither of the range of the states ↵A1B1 and  A2B2 contains any product state,
then SN(⇢) > 2, and any decomposition of ⇢ consists of pure states of Schmidt rank at
least three.





⇠i = aiA1A2 ⌦ biB1B2 + ciA1A2 ⌦ diB1B2 + giA1A2 ⌦ hiB1B2 , (3.10)
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is a bipartite state of Schmidt number three. For any i, the spaces R((⇢i)A1A2) and
R((⇢i)B1B2) both have no product state.
(iii) If ↵A1B1 and  B1B2 are both two-qutrit PPT entangled states of rank four, then
SN(⇢) = 4.
Proof. Since the range of the state ↵A1B1 does not contain any product state, ↵A1B1
is entangled. So ⇢ is also entangled and has Schmidt number at least two. Since the
range of ↵A1B1 does not contain any product state, the pure state in any decomposition
of ⇢ is a bipartite entangled state.
(i) We prove by contradiction. Suppose there is a decomposition of ⇢ containing a





⇠1 = a1A1A2 ⌦ b1B1B2 + c1A1A2 ⌦ d1B1B2 . (3.11)
It follows from Lemma 3.2.9 that there exists a nonzero state   2 HA1 (or HA2) such
that the two states  ⇤a1 and  ⇤c1 in HA2 (or HA1) are proportional, and one of them is
nonzero. Hence  ⇤⇠1 is a product state of the system A2 (or A1) and B1B2. By tracing
out system A1B1 (or A2B2), we obtain that the range of  A2B2 (or ↵A1B1) contains a
product state. It is a contradiction with the assumptions. So we have SN(⇢) > 2, and
any decomposition of ⇢ consists of pure states of Schmidt rank at least three.
(ii) The first assertion follows from (i). Using (3.12) we shall regard ai, ci, gi as an
arbitrary basis of R((⇢i)A1A2), and bi, di, hi as an arbitrary basis of R((⇢i)B1B2). To
prove the second assertion, it suﬃces to show that for any i, the states ai, bi, ci, di, gi, hi
all have Schmidt number greater than one. We have three cases.
In the first case, we assume that ai, ci and gi are product states. Let ai = w1 ⌦ w2,
ci = x1 ⌦ x2 and gi = y1 ⌦ y2. The second assertion is trivial when for j = 1 or 2,
two of the states wj, xj and yj are proportional, or all of the three states are linearly
independent. The only unsolved case is that for j = 1 and 2, any two of wj, xj and yj
are linearly independent and all of the three states are linearly dependent. According
to Lemma 3.2.9, there exists a nonzero state   2 HB1 or HB2 such that the two states
 ⇤d and  ⇤h in HB2 or HB1 are proportional, and one of them is nonzero. Let z ? w1
or w2, and z is not orthogonal to y1, z1 or y2, z2. Then z⇤( ⇤ i) is a product state. We
trace out ⇢A1B1 by using the state z ⌦   as a state in the trace. Then one can show
the second assertion, since the range of the state ↵A1B1 and  A2B2 does not contain
any product state.
Next we assume that ai and ci are product states, and gi is an entangled state. If
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gi + xai + yci is a product state for some complex numbers x, y then we have proved
the assertion in the first case. So gi + xai + yci is an entangled state for any x, y. It
implies that there is a state z 2 HA1 or HA2 such that z⇤gi 6= 0 and z⇤ai = z⇤ci = 0.
By tracing out one of ↵A1B1 and  A2B2 , we can obtain that the range of the other state
contains product states. It is a contradiction with the assumption.
Thirdly we assume that ai is a product state, and ci and gi are both entangled states.
If gi+ xai+ yci is a product state for some complex numbers x, y then we have proved
the assertion in the last two cases. So gi + xai + yci is an entangled state for any
x, y. One can similarly show that ci + xai + ygi is an entangled state for any x, y.
Lemma 3.2.9 implies that there is a state   2 HB1 or HB2 such that the two states
 ⇤di and  ⇤hi in HB2 or HB1 are proportional, and one of them is nonzero. We have
 ⇤ i = ai ⌦  ⇤bi + pi ⌦ qi, where pi is the linear combination of ci and gi. So pi is an
entangled state. We can find a state q 2 HA1 or HA2 such that q⇤ai = 0 and q⇤pi 6= 0.
So R(↵A1B1) or R( A2B2) contains a product state q⇤pi ⌦ qi. It is a contradiction with
the assumption.
One can similarly prove that the spaces R((⇢i)B1B2) have no product state for any i
by exchanging the systems A1A2 and B1B2.
(iii) It is known that neither of the range of the states ↵A1B1 and  A2B2 contains any
product state [ChDj13]. Further we can choose that ai and ci have Schmidt rank two,
because R(⇢A1A2) is a 3-dimensional subspace of C3 ⌦ C3. Next if there is a state
⌫ 2 HA1 or HA2 orthogonal to ai, ci and gi at the same time, then R(⇢A1A2) ⇢ ⌫?⌦C3.
So R(⇢A1A2) contains a product state and it is a contradiction with (ii). Hence there
is no state orthogonal to ai, ci and gi at the same time. It implies that if there is a
state ⌫ 2 HA1 or HA2 orthogonal to ai, ci, then there is a product state in R(↵A2B2)
or R( A1B1). It is in contradiction to (ii). So such ⌫ does not exist. We shall use these
facts below.
It follows from Lemma 3.2.9 that there exists a nonzero state   2 HB1 or HB2 such
that the two states  ⇤di and  ⇤hi in HB2 or HB1 are proportional, and one of them
is nonzero. We have  ⇤ i = ai ⌦  ⇤bi + pi ⌦ qi, where pi is the linear combination of
ci and gi. We can find a state q 2 HA1 or HA2 such that q⇤ai = 0 and q⇤gi 6= 0. So
R(↵A1B1) or R( A2B2) contains a product state q⇤pi ⌦ qi. It is in contradiction to the
assumption. So we have proved the second assertion. This completes the proof. ut
Next we generalize Lemma 3.2.13 (i) to the tensor product of many bipartite states.
Proposition 3.2.14 Let ⇢ = ⌦nj=1↵AjBj be a bipartite state of systems A1 · · ·An :
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B1 · · ·Bn, where ↵AjBj are bipartite states of the system AjBj, j = 1, · · · , n, respec-
tively. Suppose neither of R(↵AjBj ) contains any product state. Then SN(⇢) > n, and
any decomposition of ⇢ consists of pure states of Schmidt rank at least n+ 1.
Proof. By the definition of Schmidt number, it suﬃces to prove the second assertion,
that is any decomposition of ⇢ consists of pure states of Schmidt rank at least n+ 1.





⇠1 = a1A1···An ⌦ b1B1···Bn + · · ·+ akA1···An ⌦ bkB1···Bn , (3.12)
is a bipartite pure state of Schmidt rank k  n. Lemma 3.2.9 implies that there
exists a nonzero state   2 HA1 such that the two states  ⇤a1 and  ⇤a2 in HA2···An
are proportional, and one of them is nonzero. Let  0 2 HB1 be a state such that
⌘ :=  ⇤( 0⇤⇠1) 6= 0. So ⌘ is a bipartite pure state of Schmidt rank k   1  n  1. Next
using Lemma 3.2.9 again, we can find a state   ⌦  0 2 HA2B2 such that   ⌦  0⇤⌘ 6= 0
and has Schmidt rank at most n   2. Continuing in the same vein we can finally
find a product state ⌫ 2 HA1···An 1:B1···Bn 1 such that ⌫⇤ 1 2 HAnBn is nonzero and
has Schmidt rank at most one. So it is a product state in R(⇢AnBn). This is in
contradiction to the assumption. So we have proved SN(⇢) > n. This completes the
proof. ut
In Proposition 3.2.14, by choosing all ↵AjBj to be PPT entangled states [ChDj13], one
obtains a PPT entangled state ⇢ of Schmidt number n, where n can be greater than
any prescribed integer. The state has equal birank (r, r) for some integer r. Moreover,
we can obtain a PPT entangled state of an arbitrary Schmidt number by the upcoming
Lemma 3.2.16 from the aforementioned state.
3.2.2 Approximation Problem of Schmidt Numbers
Diﬀerent quantum states may play the same role in quantum-information tasks. Their
similarity decides how they play in the tasks. The similarity of quantum states
can be characterized by many quantum-information quantities, such as the fidelity,
entanglement measure and equivalence under LOCC. In this subsection, we investigate
the Schmidt number of projected states under diﬀerent local projections. First of all
we present the following definitions.
Definition 3.2.4 Let ⇢ be an M ⇥N entangled state, k 2 [1,M   1] an integer and
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P be a projection in MM(C). We define two quantities:
SNmax(⇢, k) := max
P
{SN( ),   = (P ⌦ IB)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ IB), dimker(P ) = k};(3.13)
SNmin(⇢, k) := min
P
{SN( ),   = (P ⌦ IB)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ IB), dimker(P ) = k}. (3.14)
The two quantities in Definition 3.2.4 can be estimated in a few special cases. If
k = M   1 then   is separable. We have SNmax(⇢,M   1) = SNmin(⇢,M   1) = 1. If
k = M   2 then we have SNmax(⇢,M   2), SNmin(⇢,M   2) 2 [1, 2]. One may similarly
prove that SNmax(⇢, 1), SNmin(⇢, 1) 2 [SN(⇢)   1, SN(⇢)]. Lemma 3.2.10 (i) implies
that
max{1, SN(⇢)  k}  SNmin(⇢, k)  SNmax(⇢, k)
 min{SN(⇢),M   k}. (3.15)
The condition by which 1 = SNmin(⇢, k) or SN(⇢)  k = SNmin(⇢, k) holds is in Lemma
3.2.10 (ii). If SNmax(⇢, k) = SN(⇢) for some k, then the space consisting all projected  
best approximates ⇢ in terms of Schmidt number. It is diﬃcult in general to determine
whether such a best approximation exists for an abitrary ⇢. The equalities depend
on the dimensions (M,N) as well as the pair (SN(⇢), k). To illustrate, let k = 1
and pick ⇢ from the set of all 3 ⇥ 3 PPT states. By Corollary 3.2.11 we know that
SN(⇢) = 2. Hence 1 = SNmax(⇢, 1) < SN(⇢) = 2 since every 2 ⇥ 3 PPT states are
separable. Consider ⇢ from the set of all 3⇥ 3 NPT states, then either SN(⇢) = 2 or
SN(⇢) = 3. If SN(⇢) = 3, by Corollary 3.2.11, the projected states are NPT entangled
states. Thus we have 2 = SNmax(⇢, 1) < SN(⇢) = 3. If SN(⇢) = 2, consider the
antisymmetric state ⇢ =
P3
j,k=1,j<k(ej ⌦ fk   ek ⌦ fj)(ej ⌦ fk   ek ⌦ fj)⇤. Choose a
projection P = e1e⇤1 + e2e⇤2. Then (P ⌦ I2)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ I2) is entangled. The next Lemma
shows the relation between the Schmidt number of a quantum state and its projection
in terms of Definition 3.2.4.
Lemma 3.2.15 SNmax(⇢, k) = SN(⇢) holds for some k if and only if SNmax(⇢, 1) =
SN(⇢).
Proof. The “if” part is trivial. It suﬃces to prove the “only if” part. Suppose
SNmax(⇢, k) = SN(⇢). Since the Schmidt number does not increase under LOCC, we
have
SNmax(⇢, k)  · · ·  SNmax(⇢, 1)  SN(⇢). (3.16)
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So the assertion holds. This completes the proof. ut
Note that SNmax(⇢, k)may not equalmaxQ{SN( ),   = (IA⌦Q)⇢(IA⌦Q⇤), dimker(Q) =
k}. An example is ⇢ = ⇠⇠⇤ + (e1 ⌦ e4)(e1 ⌦ e4)⇤, and ⇠ = e1 ⌦ e1 + e2 ⌦ e2 + e3 ⌦ e3,
k = 1, M = 3 and N = 4. One can show that SNmax(⇢, 1) = 2 and maxQ{SN( ),   =
(IA ⌦Q)⇢(IA ⌦Q⇤), dimker(Q) = 1} = 3. In general, we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.2.16 Let ⇢ be an M ⇥N entangled state, P and Q two nonzero projections
respectively on HA and HB. Then
(i) the following three integer sets are the same,
{SN( ) :   = (P ⌦ I)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ I), 8P 6= 0}
= {SN( ) :   = (I ⌦Q)⇢(I ⌦Q⇤), 8Q 6= 0}
= {1, 2, ..., SN(⇢)}. (3.17)
(ii) For any P there exists a Q such that
SN
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Proof. (i) Consider the set Ak = {SN( ) :   = (P ⌦ I)⇢(P ⇤ ⌦ I), dimkerP  k}.
By Lemma 3.2.10 (i), we obtain A1 = {SN(⇢)  1, SN(⇢)} or A1 = {SN(⇢)}. Denote
by Pk a projection with dimkerPk = k. Since any projection Pk can be written into
Pk = P1Pk 1, we have Ak = {SN( k) :  k = (P1⌦I) k 1(P ⇤1 ⌦I),  k 1 2 Ak 1}. Hence
the set diﬀerence Ak\Ak 1 is either an empty set or a set of single number by Lemma
3.2.10 (i). Using induction one has AM 1 = {1, ..., SN(⇢)}. Similarly, we have the set
Bk = {SN( ) :   = (I ⌦ Q)⇢(I ⌦ Q⇤), dimkerQ  k} and BN 1 = {1, ..., SN(⇢)} =
AM 1.
(ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). ut
We also conjecture that for k = 1, ..,M 1, the integer set {SN( ) :   = (P ⌦IB)⇢(P ⌦
IB), dimker(P ) = k} is exactly the set of consecutive integers {SNmin(⇢, k), ..., SNmax(⇢, k)}.
The conjecture holds when k = M   1,M   2 and 1, as shown by the argument below
(3.14).
From Proposition 3.2.14 and Lemma 3.2.16, we obtain a main result in this chapter.
Theorem 3.2.17 Given any positive integer r, there exist positive integers M,N and
a bipartite PPT entangled state ⇢ 2MM(C)⌦MN(C) of Schmidt number r.
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Proof. Using PPT entangled state ↵AjBj in the process of construction in Proposition
3.2.14, we can obtain a PPT state ⇢ of arbitrarily large Schmidt number. By choosing
proper projections P in Lemma 3.2.16, the projected state (P ⌦ I)⇢(P ⇤⌦ I) can attain
any prescribed Schmidt number. Note that the projected state is also a PPT state
and it completes the proof. ut
By the dual relation between quantum states and positive maps, Theorem 3.2.17 can
be translated into the statement below.
Theorem 3.2.18 Give any positive integer r, there exist positive integers M,N and
an indecomposable map   2 B(MM(C),MN(C)) which is r-positive but not (r + 1)-
positive.
Note that the dimensions of the underlying spaces where the map   resides might
be much bigger than r. For example, if one choose ⇢ = ↵A1B1 ⌦ ↵A2B2 where ↵A1B1
and ↵A2B2 are rank four 3⇥ 3 PPT entangled states, then ⇢ is a 9⇥ 9 PPT entangled
state with SN(⇢)   3. By Lemma 3.2.16 one can further project ⇢ to a M ⇥ N
Schmidt number 3 state   with 4  max{M,N}  9 if necessary. By (1.1) the state
  corresponds to an indecomposable 2-positive but not 3-positive map   from Mm(C)
to Mn(C), where 4  max{m,n}  9.
3.3 Schmidt Number of Multipartite States
We will use the physics notation to introduce the notion of Schmidt number of
multipartite states in order to keep in consistent with the Definition 1.2.7 in the
bipartite scenario. In this section we switch back to the physics notation for convenience.
We shall denote by {|iiA : i = 0, . . . ,M   1} an ONB of the subsystem HA.
Multipartite quantum states have a more complicated structure than that of bipartite
states and have been extensively investigated in past years. For example the well-
known n-partite Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state 1p
2
(|0i⌦n + |1i⌦n) is the
generalization of Bell state. It has been realized in experiments for small n with a
high fidelity and play an important role in quantum computing. In this section we
generalize the notion of Schmidt number to multipartite states. The tensor rank of
an N -partite quantum state | i 2 H1 ⌦ · · · ⌦ Hn of systems A1, · · · , An is defined
as the minimum integer r such that there exist r product states |aj,1, · · · , aj,Ni and
| i =Prj=1 |aj,1, · · · , aj,Ni. For example the n-partite GHZ state has tensor rank two.
Note that the tensor rank degenerate to the Schmidt rank for pure bipartite state.
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So we still denote by rank(| i) the tensor rank of | i. Now Definition 1.2.7 can be
generalized to multipartite states as follows.
Definition 3.3.1 A multipartite density matrix ⇢ has Schmidt number k if (i) for
any decomposition {pi > 0, | ii} of ⇢, at least one of the vectors | ii has tensor rank
at least k and (ii) there exists a decomposition of ⇢ with all vectors | ii of tensor rank
at most k.
For example, the three-qubit mixed state ⇢ = |↵ih↵| + |000ih000| where |↵i =
|000i + |111i has Schmidt number two. To understand this fact, we assume that
⇢ =
P
i pi| iih i| as an arbitrary decomposition of ⇢. Using Lemma 3.2.8, one can
obtain that there is always some | ii of tensor rank two. Then Definition 3.3.1 shows
that SN(⇢) = 2, and that the Schmidt number of multipartite states does not increase
under LOCC. So the Schmidt number is also an entanglement measure for multipartite
states. Evidently, Definition 3.3.1 reduces to Definition 1.2.7 for bipartite states ⇢.
For simplicity we will regard tensor rank and Schmidt number as the same notion and
use only Schmidt number. Further, the Schmidt number for bipartite and multipartite
states are both invariant under ILOs. It is known that the Schmidt number is monotone
decreasing under the local operations and classical communications [TeHo00]. So the
Schmidt number is an entanglement monotone. Hence, the exact transformation under
LOCC from a bipartite state | i of smaller Schmidt rank to |'i of bigger Schmidt
rank is impossible. On the other hand, the transformation may be asymptotically
realized by distilling EPR pairs from | i and then preparing |'i. Third, it is known
that for bipartite pure states |'i we have SN(|'i⌦n) = n SN(|'i). For multipartite
pure states | i, we have SN(| i⌦n)  n SN(| i) and the inequality is strict for the
multiqubit W state | i , 1p
k
(|1 0, ..., 0| {z }
k 1
i+ |01 0, ..., 0| {z }
k 2
i+ · · ·+ | 0, ..., 0| {z }
k 1
1i) and integers
n > 1 [CCMV11]. Similar quantum measure of multipartite states has been mentioned
in [EiBr01]. For a multipartite state ⇢, the relation between the Schmidt number
SN(⇢) and the quantum measure P (⇢) introduced in [EiBr01] is as follows. For any
decomposition { i, | ii} of a multipartite state ⇢, we have the following inequality.X
i
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Here the first inequality in (3.19) follows from the concavity of logarithm. By mini-
mizing (3.19) through all possible decompositions { i, | ii} of a multipartite state ⇢,
one obtains the relation.














= log2 SN(⇢). (3.20)
In the following subsections we construct and investigate three quantities of multipartite
states, namely the expansion, coarse graining and joint Schmidt number. Their
definitions are respectively given in Definition 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.5. The expansion
describes the global states whose reduced density operators are the target multipartite
states. The coarse graining constructs multipartite states from the known ones
by combining systems. The joint Schmidt number is another Schmidt number of
multipartite states and diﬀerent from Definition 3.3.1. The main results are given in
Theorem 3.3.1, Lemma 3.3.2, Theorem 3.3.3 and Lemma 3.3.4. These establish the
connection between the Schmidt number, local ranks of reduced density operators and
global multipartite states.
3.3.1 Expansion
In this subsection we investigate the Schmidt number of multipartite states and their
reduced density operators. We review the notion of expansion which works for the
well-known quantum marginal problem.
Definition 3.3.2 If ⇢A and ⇢B are the reduced density operators of a quantum state
⇢AB, then we say that ⇢AB is an expansion of ⇢A and ⇢B.
An expansion of a quantum state describes the global physical environment when the
quantum state is regarded as a local state. When ⇢AB is a pure state, it is also called
the purification of ⇢A and ⇢B in literatures. For example if ⇢A = ⇢B = 12I2 then any
two-qubit maximally entangled state ⇢AB is the expansion of ⇢A and ⇢B. Some ⇢A and
⇢B do not have any purification (or even expansion). Using the definition we have
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Theorem 3.3.1 (i) The Schmidt number of ⇢ABC is not smaller than the Schmidt
number of ⇢AB, ⇢AC and ⇢BC.
(ii) ⇢AB has Schmidt number at most k if and only if there is a tripartite state ⇢ABC
of Schmidt number at most k.
(iii) Suppose | iABC is the purification of ⇢AB. Then
min{SN(⇢AB) · rank ⇢AB, rank ⇢A · rank ⇢B}
  SN(| iABC)
  max{rank ⇢AB, rank ⇢A, rank ⇢B}
  SN(⇢AB). (3.21)
(iv) If ⇢AB is a PPT state, then the first two equalities in (3.21) hold simultaneously if
and only if rank ⇢A · rank ⇢B = rank ⇢AB or SN(⇢AB) = 1, i.e. ⇢AB is a separable state.
(v) If ⇢AB is a PPT state then the three equalities in (3.21) hold simultaneously if and
only if rank ⇢A = rank ⇢B = 1.
(vi) If ⇢AB = | ih |A1B1 ⌦
P
i |iiihii|A2B2 is a bipartite NPT state where | i =
P
j |jji,
A = A1A2, B = B1B2, then the last equality in (3.21) holds. If ⇢AB has rank one then
all three equalities in (3.21) hold.
Proof. (i) Let ⇢ABC =
P
i | iih i| where each | ii has Schmidt number at most
k := SN(⇢ABC). So the pure states hi| ji has Schmidt number at most k. Since
⇢AB = TrC ⇢ABC =
P
jhj|C | iih i|jiC , the assertion on ⇢AB holds. The other assertions
can be proved similarly.
(ii) The “if” part follows from (i). To prove the “only if” part, suppose ⇢AB =P
j | jih j|AB where each | ji has Schmidt number at most k. Then ⇢ABC =P
j | jih j|AB ⌦ |jihj|C is an expansion of ⇢AB and has Schmidt number at most
k.
(iii) Suppose ⇢AB =
Pl
j=1 |↵jih↵j|AB satisfies that SN(↵j)  SN(⇢AB). Without
loss of generality, we may assume that the first r := rank ⇢AB states |↵1i, · · · , |↵ri
are linearly independent, and any |↵ji is in the span of them. It is known that
| iABC =
Pl





SN(↵j)  r · SN(⇢AB). (3.22)
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Next the inequality rank ⇢A rank ⇢B   k := SN(| iABC) follows from the definition of
tensor rank. So we have proved the first inequality in (3.21). Let ⇢AB =
Pr
i=1 |↵iih↵i|
such that the |↵ii are linearly independent. Then | iABC =
Pr
i=1 |↵i, ii, and thus
k   r. Next the assertion SN(| iABC)   max{rank ⇢A, rank ⇢B} follows by writing
| iABC as the bipartite state of systems A : BC and B : AC. So we have proved
the second inequality in (3.21). To prove the third inequality rank ⇢A   SN(⇢AB) in
(3.21), we notice that ⇢AB =
P
i pi| iih i| where each bipartite pure state | ii is an
M ⇥N state where M  rank ⇢A and N  rank ⇢B. So the inequality holds.
(iv) The "if" part can be verified straightforwardly. Next we prove the “only if” part.
Since ⇢AB is a PPT state, then rank ⇢AB   max{rank ⇢A, rank ⇢B} [HSTT03]. Hence
the assumption of the “only if” part is equivalent to
min{SN(⇢AB) · rank ⇢AB, rank ⇢A · rank ⇢B}
= SN(| iABC)
= rank ⇢AB. (3.23)
If min{SN(⇢AB) · rank ⇢AB, rank ⇢A · rank ⇢B} = SN(⇢AB) · rank ⇢AB then one obtains
(SN(⇢AB)   1) · rank(⇢AB) = 0. Hence ⇢AB is separable. On the other hand if
min{SN(⇢AB) · rank ⇢AB, rank ⇢A · rank ⇢B} = rank ⇢A · rank ⇢B then it is obvious that
rank ⇢A · rank ⇢B = rank ⇢AB.
(v) The assertion follows from (iv), (3.21) and rank ⇢AB   max{rank ⇢A, rank ⇢B}.
(vi) The assertion can be verified straightforwardly using Lemma 3.2.2, because the
states | iA1B1 ⌦ |jjiA2B2 are orthogonal each other. This completes the proof. ut
Remarks:
1. When k = 2, assertion (ii) gives a necessary and suﬃcient condition for whether
⇢ has Schmidt number at most two. Besides the equality SN(⇢ABC) = SN(⇢AB) =
SN(⇢BC) = SN(⇢AC) may hold for some ⇢ABC . An example is the three-qubit state
|000i+ |a, a, ai where |ai = |0i+ |1i.
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SN(⇢Aj1 ···Ajn 1 ). (3.24)
For example, the inequality holds when ⇢ is the d-level GHZ state
Pd
j=1 |jj · · · ji when
d is suﬃciently big. The reason is that any k-partite reduced density operator   of ⇢
is a separable state, i.e.,   =
P








= 2n  n1   nn   n0  = 2n n 2 number of terms. If each
system has dimension dk > 2n n  2, then any d level GHZ state with d > 2n n  2
will satisfy the inequality. Since the Schmidt number is a multipartite entanglement
measure, (3.24) shows the monogamy relation for some states.
3. In assertion (iii), we have shown the relation between the Schmidt number, the rank
and the purification of a bipartite state. The known inequality rank ⇢A · rank ⇢B  
rank ⇢AB holds for any state ⇢AB. Eq. (3.21) gives the inequality rank ⇢A · rank ⇢B  
SN(| iABC)   rank ⇢AB which is stronger than the known inequality.
4. In assertion (iv), if the state ⇢AB is not PPT then it may still make the first two
equalities in (3.21) hold. For example ⇢AB is the bipartite pure entangled state. A
more complicated example is the mixed entangled state ⇢AB = |↵ih↵|+ | ih | where
|↵i = |11i+ |22i and | i = |33i+ |44i. One can verify that the first two equalities in
(3.21) holds since rank ⇢A = rank ⇢B = 4, SN(⇢AB) = rank ⇢AB = 2 and SN(| iABC) =
4. On the other hand, the second equality in (3.21) fails when |↵i = |01i+ |10i and
| i = |00i. One can show that SN(| iABC) = 3 > SN(⇢AB) = rank ⇢AB = 2. It is an
interesting question to investigate when the last equality in (3.21) holds.
5. For any tripartite state | iABC , if we regard it as a bipartite state over the split
of systems A and BC, then we obtain rank ⇢A = rank ⇢BC . Similarly one obtains
rank ⇢B = rank ⇢AC , and rank ⇢C = rank ⇢AB. So only three of the six parameters
rank ⇢A, rank ⇢B, rank ⇢C , rankAB, rankAC , rankBC are independent. In fact we have
chosen the three parameters rank ⇢A, rank ⇢B and rank ⇢AB in (3.21). The other two
parameters SN(⇢AB) and SN(| iABC) are also independent from the three parameters.
On the other hand the six parameters of a mixed tripartite state may be independent
from each other, and the investigation is more complicated. For readers’ reference,
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the relation between the ranks of global and local systems for the entropy has been
recently investigated [CHLW14].
3.3.2 Coarse Graining
In this subsection we investigate the Schmidt number of multipartite states in terms
of its coarse graining. The latter is defined as follows.
Definition 3.3.3 (i) Let ⇢ be an n-partite quantum state in the systems A1, · · · , An.
If we partition the systems into m disjoint parties B1, · · · , Bm then we obtain a new
m-partite quantum state  . We call   a coarse graining of ⇢.
(ii) The multipartite PPT states w.r.t. the systems A1, A2, · · · , An are defined as the
states any bipartition of whom is a PPT state. We denote by ⇢ j the partial transpose
w.r.t. system Aj.
For example if | i = |000i + |111i, B1 = A1, and B2 = A2A3, then |'i = | i =
|00i+ |13i where |0iB2 = |00iA2A3 and |3iB2 = |11iA2A3 .
We explain the coarse graining from the point of view of quantum information.
In a multipartite state | i, some of the n systems can be combined so that they
perform collective operation, and create more quantum correlation quantitatively and
qualitatively in | i. So the coarse graining of | i represent diﬀerent entanglement
structure from | i. The coarse graining has been used to investigate the geometric
measure of entanglement [ZCH10].
Lemma 3.3.2 (i) The Schmidt number of a multipartite pure state is not smaller
than that of its coarse graining.
(ii) The multipartite state ⇢ w.r.t. the systems A1, A2, · · · , An and its partial transpose
⇢ j w.r.t system Aj for any j are simultaneously separable or not.
Proof. (i) Since the tensor rank is non-increasing if subsystems are grouped together,
hence the assertion holds.
(ii) If ⇢ is separable, then its partial transpose ⇢ j is separable by definition. ut
3.3.3 Joint Schmidt Numbers
In this subsection we construct another version of Schmidt number of multipartite
states which is diﬀerent from Definition 3.3.1. We begin by reviewing the version of
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pure multipartite states constructed in [HaKy16jmp].
Definition 3.3.4 If the multipartite state | i 2 H1⌦ · · ·⌦Hn has Schmidt number sl
under the bi-partition Hl ⌦ (⌦j 6=lHj), then we say that | i has joint Schmidt number
JSN( ) = (s1, ..., sn).
For example, the genuinely entangled multiqubit state has joint Schmidt number
(2, · · · , 2). Essentially, the definition arises in the diﬀerent bi-partitions of the systems.
Given two n-partite states ⇢ and   with JSN(⇢) = (s1, ..., sn) and JSN( ) = (t1, ..., tn),
we say that   dominates ⇢ and denote it by JSN(⇢)  JSN( ) if si  ti for i = 1, ..., n.
So two tuples (s1, · · · , sn) and (t1, · · · , tn) are equal when they dominate each other.
Definition 3.3.5 The multipartite state ⇢ in the system
Qn
i=1Ai has joint Schmidt
number (s1, . . . , sn) if it has Schmidt number sl under the system bipartition of Al :Q
i 6=lAi. If in addition there exists a decomposition ⇢ =
P
i | iih i| with all JSN(| ii) 
(s1, . . . , sn), then we say the decomposition is a balanced decomposition.
For example, the three-qubit state | ih | + |000ih000| has joint Schmidt number
(2, 2, 2) where | i = |001i+ |010i+ |100i. The definition implies that a multipartite
state is separable if and only if it has a balanced decomposition with joint Schmidt
number (1, . . . , 1). Furthermore, for any local operators V = ⌦nj=1Vj , one can show that
JSN(V ⇢V ⇤)  JSN(⇢). Hence the joint Schmidt number is a multipartite entanglement
monotone and is physically meaningful. This is similar to the role of Schmidt number
for bipartite states. We further investigate the mathematical relation of them.
Theorem 3.3.3 (i) Let | i be a multipartite state of JSN(| i) = (s1, ..., sn). Then





(ii) If | i is separable under (n  1) many bi-partitions, then | i is separable.
Proof. (i) The lower bound maxj=1,...,n{sj}  SN( ) follows from the definition
of Schmidt number. We will prove the assertion that SN( )  Qi 6=n si and one can
similarly prove the assertion. By definition we have n ways of bipartition, namely
| i =Psli=1 |aliiAl ⌦ |bliiQj 6=l Aj where |alii are orthonormal states and the superscript
l 2 {1, ..., n}. Hence | i =Psli=1 |aliihali|Ai | i. By using this equation for l = 1, . . . , n 1
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we have










|a1i1 , · · · , an 1in 1iA1···An 1 | i1,··· ,in 1i,
(3.25)
where | i1,...,in 1i = ha1i1 , · · · , an 1in 1 | i is a vector in Hn. So the assertion follows.
(ii) If | i is separable under (n  1) many bi-partitions, then JSN(| i) = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
By the inequality in assertion (i), we deduce that SN(| i) = 1. ut
Remarks:
1. The bound in Theorem 3.3.3 (i) is tighter than that in [HaKy16jmp, Theorem
4.2], which says SN(⇢)  Qni=1 si. For example consider the tripartite state | i =
|111i+|122i+|213i+|224i. One can verify that SN( ) = 4 and JSN(| i) = (2, 2, 4). So
SN( ) = s1s2 < s1s2s3 = 16. On the other hand, any 4-partite pure state |'iA1A2A3A4
can be regarded as a tripartite state, say |↵iA1,A2,A3A4 in terms of Definition 3.3.3.
If JSN(|'i) = (s1, s2, s3, s4) then JSN(|↵i) = (s1, s2, s03). So Lemma 3.3.2 says that
SN( )   SN(↵), and Theorem 3.3.3 says that s1s2   SN(↵). Hence
min{SN( ), s1s2}   SN(↵). (3.26)
2. The condition of (n 1) many bipartitions in Theorem 3.3.3 (ii) is necessary. Indeed
a multipartite state | i may be entangled if its (n   2) many bipartitions are all
separable. An example is the tripartite state | i = |000i+ |110i.
3. In spite of Theorem 3.3.3 (ii), the biseparability via all bi-partitions does not imply
the separability of multipartite mixed states. An example is the 3-qubit PPT entangled
state ⇢ = I  P4j=1 |ai, bi, ciihai, bi, ci| where {|ai, bi, cii} is a 3-qubit UPB. One can
show that JSN(⇢) = (1, 1, 1), and ⇢ has Schmidt rank two. Since SN(⇢) = 2 > 13/1 = 1,
Theorem 3.3.3 (i) cannot be generalized to mixed states.
In fact, any multipartite PPT state ⇢ of rank at most three, or any non-three-qubit and
non-two-qutrit PPT state of rank four is separable [ChDj13]. Thus it has joint Schmidt
number (1, 1, · · · , 1). On the other hand, it does not have a balanced decomposition,
because it is entangled. One can verify that for any j = 1, 2, 3, ⇢ j is still a PPT
entangled state of rank at most four, and satisfies JSN(⇢ j) = JSN(⇢) = (1, 1, 1) and
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SN(⇢ j) = SN(⇢) = 2. For general entangled states we have the following results.
Lemma 3.3.4 (a) Let ⇢ be a multipartite entangled PPT state of rank less than four.
Then
(i) ⇢ and its partial transpose w. r. t. any systems, when regarded as bipartite states,
all have Schmidt number two.
(ii) If ⇢ is not a two-qutrit state then JSN(⇢) = (1, · · · , 1).
(b) Any multipartite entangled PPT state with Schmidt number at least 3 when regarded
as bipartite states, has rank at least 5.
Proof. (a)(i) All PPT entangled states with rank at most 3 are separable [ChDj13].
It is known that any entangled PPT state ⇢ of rank four is either a three-qubit or
a two-qutrit state [ChDj13]. The assertion holds when ⇢ is a two-qutrit state by
Corollary 3.2.11. On the other hand if ⇢ is a three-qubit state, then JSN(⇢) = (1, 1, 1)
[ChDj13]. So ⇢ is the convex sum of product states over the bipartition of spaces
H1 : H2,3. Hence the assertion also holds.
(ii) The assertion can be proved by the argument similar to that of (i).
(b) Immediate from (i).This completes the proof. ut
Lemma 3.3.4 (iii) restricts the rank of desired states whose Schmidt number is diﬀerent
from that of its partial transpose. So far there is no example or proof for the existence
of such states.
3.4 Related Problems
In this section we introduce some open problems on the Schmidt number. Let ⇢ be
a bipartite state, P a projection on HA, and P? = 1  P the projection orthogonal
to P . Let ↵ = (P ⌦ I)⇢(P ⌦ I) and   = (P? ⌦ I)⇢(P? ⌦ I). Then we may expect
that SN(⇢)  SN(↵) + SN( ). However this inequality is generally incorrect and
we give a counterexample. Let ⇢ = | ih | + |'ih'| + |!ih!| where | i = |11i + |22i,
|'i = |33i+ |44i+ |55i, and |!i = |33i   |44i+ |66i. Let P = |1ih1|+ |3ih3|+ |4ih4|.
One can verify that ↵ and   are both separable states. We claim that SN(⇢) = 3 and
thus the inequality is wrong. To prove the claim, we note that the maximal Schmidt
rank of any state in R(⇢) is three, then the claim follows from the definition of Schmidt
number and Lemma 3.2.8.
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Lemma 3.2.15 shows that if SNmin(⇢, k) = SN(⇢) or SNmax(⇢, k) = SN(⇢) for some k,
then the minimum k is one. On the other hand SNmin(⇢, k) = SNmax(⇢, k) = 1 when
k = M   1.
Conjecture 3.4.1 (i) There exists a PPT state ⇢ such that SN(⇢) > SN(⇢ ).
(ii) Such ⇢ exists in M ⇥N system where 3 M  N and MN   12. The simplest ⇢
is a 3⇥ 4 PPT state of BSN (2, 3).
(iii) If the simplest ⇢ in (ii) exists then SN(⇢⌦2) has BSN (4, 9).
(iv) If (i) holds then there exists ⇢ constructed from a UPB {|aj, bji}, i.e., ⇢ =
I  Pj |aj, bjihaj, bj|.
Since Schmidt number is an entanglement measure, the equality SN(⇢) = SN(⇢ )
would imply that ⇢ and ⇢  have the same entanglement. However, to find an example
for Conjecture 3.4.1 (ii), one has to find a 3⇥ 4 entangled PPT state with Schmidt
number 3. No concrete example has been given in the literature yet. The existence of a
3⇥ 4 PPT state ⇢ with SN(⇢) = 3 is equivalent to the existence of an indecomposable
2-positive map in B(M3(C),M4(C)). Note that if such a state exists, then it may
provide a candidate for an example for Conjecture 3.4.1. One need to further check
SN(⇢ ) = 2 besides SN(⇢) = 3. More generally, one may pose the following.
Conjecture 3.4.2 For any positive integer L, there is a PPT state ⇢ such that
| SN(⇢)  SN(⇢ )|   L.
Chapter 4
Distillability Problem
This chapter introduces some attempts of solving a special case of distillability Problem
in an ongoing collaborative project with Prof. Chen and Prof. Tang. The general
distillability problem is raised in [HHH98].
4.1 Background and Current Status
Let us introduce the distillability of quantum states. Denote by Hk the k-dimensional
Hilbert space.
Definition 4.1.1 Let ⇢ be an m⇥ n bipartite state.
(i) ⇢ is k-distillable if there exist rank two projections P : H⌦km ! H2 and Q : H⌦kn ! H2
such that the projected state (P ⌦Q)⇢⌦k(P ⇤ ⌦Q⇤) is an entangled state. Otherwise ⇢
is k-undistillable.
(ii) ⇢ is distillable if ⇢ is k-distillable for some integer k. If ⇢ is k-undistillable for any
integer k then ⇢ is undistillable.
For example, any 3⇥ 3 NPT states are 1-distillable by Corollary 3.2.11. If ⇢ is a PPT
state, so is ⇢⌦k. Since the projected state (P ⌦Q)⇢⌦k(P ⇤ ⌦Q⇤) is a 2⇥ 2 bipartite
state, it is separable by the Peres-Horodecki criterion. Hence ⇢ is PPT implies ⇢ is
undistillable [HHH98].
Moreover, a undistillable entangled state is called to process bound entanglement.
Although PPT entangled states are undistillable, the well-known distillability problem
conjectures that some undistillable entangled states are NPT, equivalently, there exists
NPT bound entanglement. The general belief to the conjecture is "Yes" but there
is no proof or counterexample yet. In 2000, important progress was made on the
distilability problem [DSSTT00]. That is, all bipartite NPT states can be converted
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into n⇥ n NPT Werner states ⇢(p, n) with some n   2. When n = 2 every NPT state
is trivially distillable. It suﬃces to consider the following unnormalized states with
n   3.
⇢(p, n) := I ⌦ I   p
nX
i,j=1
|i, jihj, i|, (4.1)
for p 2 [ 1, 1]. It is known that ⇢(p, n) is
1) separable when p 2 [ 1, 1n ];
2) NPT and 1-undistillable when p 2 ( 1n , 12 ];
3) NPT and 1-distillable when p 2 (12 , 1].
We shall call ⇢(1/2, n) the critical Werner state. It can be converted into ⇢(p, n) with
p 2 (0, 1/2) under LOCC. So the non-distillability of the critical Werner state implies
that of ⇢(p, n) with p 2 (0, 1/2). It is conjectured that the critical Werner state is
undistillable, and the conjecture is equivalent to the distillability problem. One can
show that

















are respectively the projections of symmetric and antisymmetric subspaces in H. So
⇢(p, n) has Schmidt number at most two. In particular it has Schmidt number exactly
two when p 2 ( 1n , 1]. Let ⇢ X be the partial transpose of the bipartite state ⇢ w.r.t.
the system X = A,B. We shall refer to symmetric density matrices as the states with
symmetric matrices. For any symmetric density matrix %, we have % A = % B . In
particular the equality holds when % is the Werner state. The following Lemma from
[Wa04] establishes examples of n-undistillable but (n+ 1)-distillable states.
Lemma 4.1.1 For any choice of integers n   3 and k   1, there exists an n2 ⌦ n2
bipartite mixed quantum state that is distillable but k-undistillable.
Let us recall the reduction map ⇤(↵) = (Tr↵)I ↵ for any positive semidefinite matrix
↵ [HoHo99]. Let ⇤A and ⇤B be the maps respectively acting on the system A and B.
One can show
⇤A(⇢) = IA ⌦ ⇢B   ⇢,
⇤B(⇢) = ⇢A ⌦ IB   ⇢, (4.3)
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for any bipartite state ⇢. The reduction map is positive and not 2-positive [To85,
TeHo00]. If both matrices in (4.3) are positive semidefinite then we say that ⇢ satisfies
the reduction criterion. Otherwise ⇢ violates the reduction criterion, i.e., one of the two
matrices in (4.3) is not positive semidefinite. It is known that if the reduction criterion is
violated then ⇢ is 1-distllable [HoHo99]. Since we can assume that ⇢B = IB/ dim(HB)
up to ILOs, we obtain that all states with rank ⇢ < max{rank ⇢A, rank ⇢B} is 1-
distillable. This is also the main result of [HSTT03]. Note that all NPT states with
rank ⇢ = max{rank ⇢A, rank ⇢B} is also 1-distillable [ChDj11jpa]. Recently, it has been
proved that all two-qutrit NPT states of rank four are also 1-distillable [ChDj16]. In
the same paper, a family of 1-undistillable two-qutrit NPT states of rank five has also
been constructed using edge PPT entangled states. It is conjectured that there exist
undistillable two-qutrit NPT states of rank five [ChDj16].
Finally the reduction criterion is weaker than the PPT criterion. There are a few
theoretical tools containing this relation in [HaCh11].
4.2 Some Attempts
Denote | ni :=
Pn
i=1 |iii as the maximally entangled state, then | nih n| =
Pn
i,j=1Eij⌦
Eij. Define a completely positive map  n 2 B(Mn(C),Mn(C)) by the critical Werner
state ⇢(1/2, n) = (idn ⌦  n)(| nih n|). Since the critical Werner state is NPT,
 n is not completely copositive. In the following we characterize ⌧n    n. Note
that ⇢ Bw (1/2, n) = (idn ⌦ ⌧n)⇢(12) = (idn ⌦ ⌧n)(idn ⌦  n)(| nih n|) = (idn ⌦ (⌧n  
 n))(| nih n|) =
Pn




i,j=1Eii ⌦ Ejj  
Pn
i,j=1Eij ⌦ Eij). Therefore we obtain the Werner map





is the trace map on B(Mn(C),Mn(C)) defined as Tr
n
(X) = trace(X)In. It is
completely copositive, and not completely positive by Theorem 1.1.3. In fact, ⌧n    n
is a 2-positive map by Tomiyama in [To85, Theorem 2]. The map (n  1)Tr
n
 idn is
an (n  1)-positive but not CP map [Ch72].
Further the map (⌧n    n)⌦k is completely copositive for any positive integer k. This
is a corollary of the following general observation.
Lemma 4.2.1 The tensor powers of any completely positive map are completely
positive, and correspondingly the tensor powers of any completely copositive map are
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completely copositive.
Proof. The assertion follows from the definition of complete positive and copositive
maps. If  is completely positive, using Choi-Kraus decomposition for the finite
dimension case, any tensor power still has an associated Choi-Kraus decomposition,
hence completely positive. Correspondingly for the completely copositive case.
ut
The lemma implies that (⌧n    n)⌦k is a decomposable map. Besides this two facts,
we know few about other properties of the map (⌧n    n)⌦k even when k = 2. On the
other hand, the tensor product of two positive maps may not be positive. For example
the map idn + ⌧n is positive and (idn + ⌧n)⌦ (idn + ⌧n) is not positive when acting on
the input matrix | 2ih 2|.
The following result is from Theorem 4 of [St16jmp].
Lemma 4.2.2 Let   2 B(Mm(C),Mn(C)) be a positive map such that  ⌦k is 2-
positive for all positive integers k. Then the Choi matrix [ (Eij)]mi,j=1 is undistillable
if and only if (⌧n    )⌦k is 2-positive for all integers k.
We denote by !p,n the completely positive map associated with the Werner state, i.e.,
⇢(p, n) = (idn ⌦ !p,n)(| nih n|). In particular !1/2,n =  n. From (4.2) we have the






























(|iihj|  |jihi|), i, j = 1, ..., n i 6= j}.
The distillability problem can be reformulated as a problem of positive maps, i.e., the
critical Werner state is k-undistillable if and only if the map (⌧n    n)⌦k is 2-positive
[DSSTT00, Theorem 4]. Indeed, ⌧n    n : Mn(C)! Mn(C) is the first example of a
(n  1)-positive but not n-positive (so completely positive) map [Ch72]. So we have
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obtained the known fact that the critical Werner state is 1-undistillable. Next, the
2-undistillability of the critical Werner state remains unknown and is equivalent to
the following conjecture [DSSTT00, Theorem 4].
Conjecture 4.2.1 The map (⌧n    n)⌦2 is 2-positive for n   3.
For n = 3, the associated positive map ⌧3    3 is from M3(C) to M3(C). In this
case, Conjecture 4.2.1 is supported by robust numerical test [ViDo06]. In case of high
dimensions and multiple tensors, there is no support from the numerical side.
We shall briefly introduce an attempt below by further convert Conjecture 4.2.1
(n = 3) to a matrix inequality problem. Denote by ⇠ =
264⇠1
⇠2
375 a vector in C2⌦C9 where





375 is the projection associated with |⇠i. By Definition
1.1.2 it suﬃces to prove the following matrix inequality for any ⇠.
[id2 ⌦ (⌧3    3)⌦2]P⇠ =
264(⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠1⇠⇤1) (⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠1⇠⇤2)
(⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠2⇠⇤1) (⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠2⇠⇤2)
375   0 (4.6)
Lemma 2.2.3 implies that the positivity of the above matrix is equivalent to three
conditions, i.e.,
(a) (⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠1⇠⇤1)   0,
(b) R((⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠1⇠⇤2)) ✓ R((⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠1⇠⇤1)),
(c) (⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠2⇠⇤2)   [(⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠2⇠⇤1)] · [(⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠1⇠⇤1)]  · [(⌧3    3)⌦2(⇠1⇠⇤2)].
The condition (a) follows from Lemma 4.2.1 and the fact that  3 is completely positive.
The condition (b) can be proved. Meanwhile, proving the condition (c) seems hard.
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